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VAN PUTTEN.Wm., Dealer in

V

PUBLISHED EVERY SATURDAY AT

HOLLAND, - - MICHIGAN.
OFFICE: No.

THAT HACKING COUGH
We

Drugs, Mcdl-

can be so quickly
guaranteeit. Sold

cured by Shiloh’sCure.
by D. R. Mcengs. ,

TITALSII HRBBR, Druggist * Pharmacist; a

WILL YOU SUFFER with Dyspepsiaand Liver
Complaint? Shiloh’s Vitallzer is guaranteedto
cure you. Sold by D. R. Meengs.

fullstuck of goodsappertainingto the bus-

No.

Holland, Mich., Nov. 20, 1883.

CO.. Dealers in all
kinds of Furniture, Curtains, Wall Paper,
Carpets, Coffins,Picture Frames, etc. : Riverst

$1.50 per year if paid in advance; $1,75 if

Members present: Mayor Beach, Aldermen

Harrington, Heukema, Kramer, Workman, Nyland,
as
and the Clerk.

paid

at six months.

JOB PRINTING Promptly

M

Neatly Eiecntei

TERMS OF ADVERTISING:
One square of ten lines, (nonpareil.)75 cents for
firstInsertion^and
25 cents for each subsequent
insertionfor auy period under three months.
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Yearly advertisers have the privilege of three
changes.
Business Cards in City Directory, not over three
dne8,)2.00 per annum,

and approved.

Notices of Births, Marriages, and Deaths published whitout charge for subscribers.

Hr

All advertising bills collectable quarterly.

An X before the Subscriber’s name will denote
the expiration of the Subscription.
Two XX signifies that no paper will be continuedafter date.

ntt

THIS PAPER

0C"'.'

*

paper AdvertisingBureau (10 Spruce St.), where
advertising contracts may be made for it in NEW

YORK.

gUit

Life.

these) Life

is

'the “definite combinasi

m-

ulianeous and successive, in correspon-

dence with external coexistences and
sequences.” This lathe definitionof an
eminent scientistand has been very

much

admired. But plain people, like you and
I, must give up guessing such conundrums, or we

will soon bo in the

condition

of the poor colored woman who enjoyed
the sermon so
so often

much because

the preacher

used “dat good olo gospel word

Mesopotamia.”

Mich.

The truth is physical science must keep

own province. ' This is tho visible
and tangible. Anatomy, has Us scalpel,
to her

L

physiology, its microscope, and chemistry,
Us retortsand blow-pipe. But in presence

of the mystery of

O

Mich.

And Animal

Alcohol

tion of heterogeneous changes,both

Minutes of the last three meetings were read

V

paid at three months, and $2.00 if

5.

Life, aud she is

.

Terms of Subscription:

611.

Put the question to Science,what is
drunk. Or, If she undertakes to answer, it is In some such words

In regular session
and was calledto order bv the Mayor.

Aid. Boyd appeared during the reading of the
minutes and took his seat.
FETITION8AND ACCOPNT8.
CATARRH CURED, health and sweet breath
secured by Shiloh’s Catarrh Remedy. Price, 50
The following bills were presented for payment:
cents. Nasal Injectorffdl. Sold by D. R. Meengs.
General Sealen.
E. VaupellJXcds wood for Connellrooms. $2 00
Beukems, row boat for com. on gravel pit. 75
YTAN PUTTEN G„ A SONS , General Dealers FOR LAME BACK. Side or Chest use Shiloh’s J.
P. Konlng,removing privy vault from east 55
in Dry Goods, Groceries.Crockery, Hats Porous Plaster. Price 25 cents. Sold by D. R.
feet of lot 5, block 85. City of Holland ...... 3 00
and Caps, Flour, Provisions,etc. ; River street. Meengs.
—Allowed and warrants ordered Issued on the city
treasurer for the aeveralSmounts.
Hotels. 1
SHILOH’S COUGH and Consumption Cure Is
REPORTS OP STANDING COMMITTEES.
sold by us on a guarantee. It cures consumption.
ptITY HOTEL. Mrs. J. Meyers & Sons, Pro- Sold by D. R. Meengs.
The committeeon atroets and bridgesand the
VJ prietors.The only first-class Hotel In the
clerk, to whom was referred the recommendation
city. Is locatedin the business center of the town,
ol the City Surveyor to pay the contractor for exSHILOH’S
VITALlZERIs
what
you
need
for
and has one of the largest and host sample rooms
tra filling on Ninth street, reported recommending
Consumption, Loss of Appetite,Dizzinessand
in the State. Free bus In connection with the Hothat the contractor bo paid for 95 cubic yards exall svmptons of Dyspepsia. Price 10 and 75 cents
tel. Holland,
10-ly
tra at contract price, amount $11.40.— Adopted and
per bottle.Sold by D. R. Meengs.
a warrant orderedIssued on the city treasurer for
DHfENIX HOTEL. Ryder* Coffee, proprietors.
the amount.
CROUP. WHOOPING COUGH and Bronchitis
Located near the Chi. * W. Mich. R’y depot,
The committeeon poor reported presenting the
has good facilities for the traveling; public,and its immediatelyrelieved by Shiloh’s Cure. Sold by
semi-monthly report of the directorof the poor,
tabic is unsurpassed. Free Hack for accommoda- D. R. Meengs.
and said commltteo recommending $23.00 for the
tion of guests. Holland, Mich.
support of the poor for the two weeks ending
Bargains in Towels at Bertsch’s. December 5th. 1883. and having extended temQCOTT’ HOTEL. W. P. Scott, proprietor.
porary aid to the amount of $7.50.— Approved and
This hotel Is located on the cor. of Ninth and Twenty-fivecents buys a Towel that can- warrantsordered Issued on the city treasurer for
Fish sirs. Terms, $1.35 per day. Good accom- not be bought anywhere else for less than
the several amounts.
modations can always he relied on. Holland,
40 or 50 cents. Going very
40The committee on Fire Department reported the
8-ly

VfEYEK, BROUWER &

NO.

For the HollandCity News;

Ml

Editor and PMither.

WHOLE

\

The Common Council mot

8LEELPE8S NIGHTS, made miserable by that
terriblecough. Shiloh’s Cure is the remedy for
you. Sold by D. R. Meengs.

Furniture.

WILLIAM H. ROGERS.

1883.

Common Council

cines. Paints, Oils, etc.; ProprietorofDr.
W. VanDkn BKKo'sFamlly Medicines; RiverSt.

VV

24,

{.OFFICIAL.I

Additional ifocal.

iness.

EIGHTH STREET.

52

SATURDAY, NOVEMBER

MICH.,

Vf EENU8, D.R., Drugstore. Fine Drnsf, Medi.Yl tellies, Fancy Goods, Toilet Articles and
Perfumeries.River street.

$eutf.

WEEKLY^TEWSPAPER.

A

HOLLAND,

life,

that hidden some-

thing that gives brightness-to the eye,

mo-

tion to the limb, action to the heart, scal-

fast.

pel, microscope and blow pipe are useless.
Gentlemen:— As the weather is getting quite
It is among the secret things that belong
cold and Columbia Fire Engine Company are still
I) GONE II, . Livery and Sale Stable. Office
Whereas Wm. C. Melis, of this place, without a atove in their rooms; thereforewe to the Giver of Life.
13 audbarnonMarketstreet.Everythingfirst- las assigned his property and credits to would recommend that a good atove bo bought
Hcience, however, can and does explain
which we can remove to the new engine room afclass.
to me|for the benefit of his creditors, all ter it is completed.
the conditions under which healthy life is
JOHN BEUKKMA,
fAVERKATE, G. J., Livery and Boarding those that owe Melis are requested to
R. E.WEKKMAN,
maintained. These conditions consist in a
I stable.Fine rigs and good horses can al- come and pay their debts to me, at my
DAVID L. BOYD.
ways be relied oni. On Fioh street, near Scott’s office in Van der Veen’s block.
sound stale of the bodily organs and a due
Com.
on
Fire
De’pt.
33-tf
Hold.
G. J. Diickema, Assignee.
—Adopted and the committee instructed to see to discharge of their functions. Would you
VflBBELINK,J. H., Livery and Sale Stable;
the purchasing of a stove.
IN Ninth street, near Market.
know theoreticallywhat It is to have "a
REPORTS OF SELECT COMMITTEES.
The best assortment of Saxony Yarns
sound mind in a sound body,” you must .
Heat Market'.
and Worsteds in the city at D. BerUch’s
The minority of the commltteoon water sites
4ave
also
a
full supply of German Knit- reported the following:
master (he anatomy and physiology of this
IT'UITE.J.,Dealer in all kinds of meats and
Gentlemen:— The undersigned would respectting Yarns on
40IV vegetables ; Meat Market on 8th street.
wonderful machanism.
fully report that he has had a two Inch pipe sunk,
at both of the places spoken of for water works, to
The laws of health arc based on this
YTAN DER HAAR, H., Dealer In Fresh, Salt,
There will be a Turkey Raffle Ibis Sat- the depth of flttccn teet, and at that depth find
and Smoked Meats and Vegetables; paper
nice well sand in both places without aay Inclina- knowledge, and it is of comparatively
urday
evening
and
on
next
Wednesday
and twine; 8th street.
tion of clay in either place. I would further report
evening at my saloon on River street.
little use to know the law, unless we know
that I have not been able to ascertain the price of
Manufactories,Mllli, Sbopi, Ste.
C. BLOW.
the lots on Eleventh street and am not at present also the reason of the law. Tell a boy
prepared to make a report recommending either
T>AUEL8, VAN PUTTEN A CO., Proprietors
A new lot of Ladies’ and Childrens point as a proper place to build water works, j ndt to go Into the water when heated, not
of Ptugger Mills; Steam Saw and Flour
Mills.) near foot of 8th street'.
Cloaks just received at Bertsch’s. 40- respectfullyrequest of your HonorableBody to bo to stay in over half an hour, not to ait in
discharged from the committee and from any
lurther report or consideration of the matter.— All the school room with wet feet or cold ex\7'AN RAALTE, B. dealer in Farm Implements
Ladies, remember ibal D. Berlsch keeps of which
and Machinery,cor. River and Ninth Street.
tremities,and be may obey from fear or
everything in the line of Knit goods, from
of com. on water sites.
love; but show him the effects on his sys*
1T7TLMS, P. U. Manufacturerof Wooden, and Infants Booties to Ladies' Skirts. 40—Accepted and ordered placed on file.
Iron and Wood combination Pumps. CorThe select committee on gravel pit reported the tern of these violationsOf natural law and
Livery

following:

Notice.

and Sale Sttble*.

v

-
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band. -

$oiuK

V

Chicago & West Michigan Eailway.
Taking Effect, Wednesday,

Sept. 20, 1883.

From Chicago

From Holland
to Chicago.

to Holland.

Nl’t Mix- Mall.

Mix- Nl’t
ed. Exp.

Mail.

TOWNS.

Exp. ed.

10t30 9 20 11 10 ....Holland .....

p.m. a. m. a. m.
3 25 8 15 5 15

10

55 10 00 11 30 Bast Sangatnck

3 10 7 30 4 53

11

05 10 20 11 45 .New Richmond. 3 00 7 15 4 43

p.m.

a.ra. a.

m.

_

1

(

V

VV

10th and River atrccts.

$eut ptwtisrmettts.

TEGENGA,

12 20 12 35 12 55

.....

Bangor. ...

2 20 5 52 3 55

202 520

3 35

105 820

2 90

A. P., Justice of the Peace ami
•ho
Notary Public. Conveyancing done at short
9-ly
notice. Office Zeeland, Michigan.

8

T>E8T, R.

830

2 15

2 85 ...St. Joseph...12 55 8 10 2 15

Physicianand Surgeon, can be
13 foundiuhls omeu, on River street,next door
to D. R. Meengs,drug store.
B.,

3 40 5 00 8 45 ..New Buffalo.. 11 55 1 10 1 10
6 50 ....Chicago.....

7 80

900

• •

••

a.m. a.m.

A.m. p.m. p.m.

10 00

m.

p.

GRAND RAPIDS BRANCH.

*

a.

m.

a.

ATTENTION

20

....Zeeland ..... 10 45

840 10

10

..

Woodsmen.
;

Hudson ville... 10 27 740 940

__

W

\hh

T

to
Allegan.

H.

WYKHUYSEN,

-

-

9 10

850

10 85

1 80

985

400

10 80

1 15

1015

4 17

10 50

4 40

p.m.

p.

D

15 12 40

D.L.Boyd.&c’v.
• Mixed trains,
t Runs dally,all other trains daily except Sunday. All trains run by Detroit time.

©ur

TUB FAST TRAIN:-LeavesGrand

PaM.

Rapids at
l:15,p. m.; leave Holland at 8:00; Grand Junction, 8:55; Bangor, 8:10; St. Josepb 4:00; New
Buffalo.4:55; arrivesIn Chicago7 80 Liavxs ChiProduce, Etc.
oaoo.S 40 p. m,; New Buffalo, 7:83; St. Joseph,
( Corrected every Friday by E. J. Harrington.)
8:10; Bangor, 9:00; Grand Junction,9:10; Hol$ 75
land, 10:00; and arrlyeain Grand Rapids at 10:45. Applet, V bushel .................
Beaus, fi bushel ................ 1 50
Butter,)) lb .....................19
Egga* V dozen .....................
Honey, V ft ........ ..............
Onions, V bushels....,..........
Potatoes, V bushel ................
85
Attorneys.

Grain, Feid, Eto.

Tj6WARD,M. D., Clilm Agent, Attorneyand
XI Notorj Public; Rivar street. --------

(Correctedevery Triday by W. H. Beach.)

Bran, A 100 fte ....................
Barley, V 100 ft .....................1 10
1
Clover seed, V ft .................. 5
5
1
Baalnesain Kent, Ottawa aud Allegan Countiea Corn Meal V 100 fts ........
Corn, ehelled V bnshel
will be promptly attended
. 9-ly
Flour, V bri.,,
..... .....
B
Pina Corn Meal W W0 fts
1
Osmaliitoa Mirohait.

0

IfOBRIDB. A CARROLL, Attorneys at Law,
Su. Leppige Block, Grand Rapids, Michigan.

90

.......

to.

.

..

.........

eet market price paid for wheat. Office In Brick
store cor Eighth * Pish streets,Holland. Mich. 17

9re|i ail VelletiM.

siffi—

ywipfteia

sosefalirpat

af,

ffifkiast.

8ft

15
10
25

............ 65
0 25

vm<i mtqn ......................
a

-niACH.W.H. Commission Merchant, and
JD dealer in Grain, Flonrand Prodace. High-

Physiologicalscience brings to light
two great facts. Due

dictum of the Mosaic Law and upon this

elementarytruth many provisions of that
The Clerk presented a communication from
Bugle Fire Engine Company Invitingthe Common code were based. To day we are learning
Councilto attend an Oyster supper at Lyceum u never before the accuracyof that dicHalt, on

-Wednesday. Nov. 18, at 7 ©clock p. m.

tum and the wisdom of those precepts.

1888.— Invitationaccepted,

MOTIONS AMD MESOLUTIONS.

Now

By Aid. Hairington—
Retolrud, That the Street Commissioner be and
•eby Instructed
is hereby
instructed to cut the tops out of the pop*
ees along
the Black River Highway Bridge,
lar trees
“*
HriAo-n.
height of twenty-five feet froto the ground.—
at a he

— *v‘ n,m‘r

Adopt
By Aid. WerkmanResolvod, That the committeeou water sites he
dischargedand that another committee be appointeuby the Mayor.

Aid. Harrington called for a division of the
question.

,

”

n

40
on
25

*100 ft ....... .9,
i i 1
Hay, * ton.. ...... ............... 8 00
9 00
Middling, f 100 ft ...............
110
Gate. V bushel ...................... <
81
Pearl Bariev, V 100 ft ...............
0 00
Rye * bu«h .....
50
Timothy Seed, taubei
180

.

0
n
t
0

.. <

..........
Wheat, white * Naha! ........ .... i 1 00
Bed Falls '* ............. (100
tm

full line of

upon

these

two centres. But the scientifictruth

we

would emphasize in this connectionia the
following:Whatever is needful to support
the appetite demands at stated times and
in uniform quantities. The quantity of
food which Nature craves and the frelife

quency of taking

it,

varies,of couraejwith

The motion .to dischargethe committeewas the age and occupationof the individual.
adopted.
The motion that tho Mayor appoint another
committee waa adoptedby yeas and nays as follows :-Ycas,Bcukema, Kramer, Werkman, Boyd,
and Nyland. Nays, Harrington. Yeas 5, nays 1.
The Mayor appointed as the committee on water
sites, Aid. Kramer, Boyd, and Williams.
P. Konlng.contractor for the graveling of Ninth
streetspecial assessment /Hstrict petitionedthat
the graveling be accepted by blocks, but to be

The growing lad needs more nutriment
than, the fully developed man and one

who

is engaged in daily physical labor

than he

who

lends a sedentary life.

therein.

In

order that the greater waste of tissue may
be repaired. But
is

when

this

varying need

met. the appetite is satisfied and asks

for no more.
ia

On

the contrary,alcohol

creates an unnatural appetite which, like
the daughters of the horse-leech constantly
cries, Give,
if

to

Give. In common with most

not all narcotics,this poison gives birth

physical sensations which seem

come

a necessary part

It tbua generates, so to apeak, au
alcoholized life

which

lo be-

of the animal

life.

abnormal

gradually absorbs or

swallows up the normal or natural one.

Council adjourned.

on band a

hygienic acience clearly shows the

destructive effects of alcohol

hereby accepted and the request contained therein ia hereby
aranted. Which said resolutionwas adoptedtwothirds of ail the aldermen elect voting therefor by
Solid Gold and Plated Chains.
yeas and nays as follows:— Yeas, Harrington. Bcukema, Kramer, Werkman, Boyd, and Nyland.
Nays, none.
Ladies' and Gents' Lockets, On motion of Aid. Harrington1Re solved.That the petition for the change of
Silverware, Platedware, tower of the new city nulMIng be taken from the
table.— Which said resolution was not adopted a
majority of all the aldermen elect not concurring

I also keep

is

The

communications fmom orrr office as

On motion of Aid. Kratner—
Resolved, That the petition be and

Jewelry and Clocks.

tbefau/i

is that

the centre of our intellectuallife.
SelectCommittee on Gravel Pits.
-Accepted and the committee instructed to take other, that the heart is the centre of physi*
such means as they deem' necessaryto open up
the gravel pita so aa to ascertain the depth of cal lile. The Iffe is in tEc bloqd waa the
gravel at the several places.

paid for according to terma of contract.

F. & L X.
• ARuauLABOommunicatlon of Unitt Lodge,

No. 191 ,F. A A . M. . will be held at Masonic Hall
Holland, Mich., on Wednesday evening, Nov
50 12 00 14,at7>’clock,sharp.
O. Bbetmam,W.M.
a.m. p.m.

m.

be put out of tune.
L. BOYD,
JOHN KRAMER.
JOHN BBUKEMA.

Farmers and

Physician and Surgeon

H

We

DAVID

We will bay til the Stave and Beading
Bolts you can make and deliver the year
ronnd, viz:
• 15 10 15 408 ....GrandTille...10 15 7 10 • 90
PhJtogrsphsr.
Oak Bttfve Bolts, 80 inches long.
t9
00
685
10
SO
• 85 10 40 425 ..Grand Rapids..
TTIGGIN8, B. P.the leading Photographer,Gal- White Ash Stave Bolts, 80 incbei long.
p.m.
a.m.
a.
m.
a.m.
p.m.
a.m.
lery opposite thia office.
Elm Stave Bolts, 88 inches long.
MUSKEGON BRANCH.
Black Ash Stave Bolts, 83 inches long.
Watehsi and Jmlry.
Black Ash Heading Bolts 88 inches long.
egor
From Muske
Prom Holland to
to Hollandu REYMAN, OTTO Watchmaker, J eweler. and Basswood Heading Bolts, 88 inches long.
Muskegon.
13 dealer in Fancy Goods ; Corner of Market Pine Heading Bolts, 20 inches long.
a.m. p.m. a. m.
P:ra- p.m. P-“For making cohtracta or further in*
t 45 825 10 55 ....Holland. ... 3 25 1 55 9 50
formationapply lo Filter's Stave Factory.
820 850 11 15 ...West Olive... 800 1 34 ..... YITYKHUYSKN, H., dealer in Watches, Olocka,
ED. VER 8CHURE, Supt.
Jewelry and Spectacles, cor. Ninth am
• • •• •
84-1 y.
....BashklU....
Cedar streeU. Holland Mich.
or to G. Van Patten & Sons' store.
885 4 00 11 23
A A A a week at home, 15.00 outfit free. Pay ah“ototely sure. No risk. Capital not re700 4 25 11 45 ..Grand Haven.. 285 1 07 900
^orirtiw.
UlV v qaired. Reader, if you want buslneisat
which persons of either sex, young or old,
7 10 4 80 11 58 ...Ferryeburg... 2 25 1 02 8 50
can make great pay all the time thsy work, with
absolute certainly,write for particularsto H. Hal740 5 10 12 25 ...Muskegon... 1 50 12 25 t8 15
I. 0. of 0. F.
lbtt, A Co., Portland, Maine.
p.m. p. m. p.m.
m. p.m. p. m.
Holland City Lodge, No. 192, Independent Order
ALLEGAN BRANCH.
of Odd Fellows, bolds Us regular meetings at Odd
From Holland
From Allegan to Fellows Hall, Holland, Mich., onTuesdayEvening
Holland.
of each week
Visiting brothers arecordiallytnvited
.
a.m. p. m.
a.m. p. m.
Thos. moMabtub,N. G.
Ii 05 2 00
8 20 825
dealer in
William Baumqabtbl. K. 8.
800 985 157

re-

Respectfully submitted.

bl IP-m.

920 10

was

acre.

50-ly

to Holland.

15 8 25 ....Holland ..... 11 10

586 840 887

m.

whom

telligent.
bail the day, therefore,alferred the purchasing of a gravel pit for the use of
the city, respectiullyreport,that they have
ready dawning, when science is to teach
Send six cents for postaze, ined gravel pits owned ny Mr. John Roost and Mr.
and receive free, a costly box John De Vries. We find a good quality of gravel our children In the public schools how
of goods which will help you on the land owned by Mr. Roost. The gravel is this body Is so "fearfully and wonderfully
to more money right away known as sand gravel,and as tar aa your committhan anything else In this world. All. of either tee could see, think there would be a good supply. made,” how the temple la so pure and
sex, succeed from first hour. The broad road to Mr. Roost asks two hundred dollarsfor one acre
clean os it comes from its Maker that even
fortune opens before the 'workers, absolutely sure. or three hundred dollarsfor two acres. We also
examined the gravel owned by Mr. De Vrlea, this
At once address, True A Co., Augusta, Maine.
a spot or a speck may defiie It; how this
gravel is called day gravel. Mr. De Vries thioks
there would be a depth of eight feet of clear “harp of thousandstrings” may so easily
gravel.His price la one thousanddollars for one

From Grd. Rapids

Prom Holland to
ttnmd Rapids.
a m. a.m. p. m.

t5S5 8

IT REMER8, H., Physician and Surgeon. ResiIV dence on Twelfth street,cor. of Market
street. Office at the drug store of Kremers A
Bangs. Office hours from 11 a. m. to 18 m., and
fram 5 to 6 p.

(5enileraan:-Your
committee to

A PRIZE.

PhyilcUm.
1 50 8 15 2 25 .Benton Harbor.

his assent will he more hearty because in-

following:

MoUtt Publiei.

11 57 11 55 12 35 ..Gd. Junction..

.

GEO. K. 8IPP. CWf

Clerk.

The habitual

use

of alcohol thus creates a

craving for stimulant and the satisfaction
of the craving reacts and makes the cravRheumatic Syrup Co.: Wolcott, N. Y.
ing more intense till the natural animal
Genta— I hate been troubled for the past life succumbs to the artificial.
This effect of alcohol is so common and
year with rheumatism, or cramp in my
My stock of
limbs, so at times I could scarcelyset ao fatal that it demands furtherdiscussion.
T. ROMEYN BECK.
around. I consulted several physicians
Holland, Nov. 19, 1888.
and was treated by them, but received no
relief Jii- benefit* 1 commenced taking
ii uosorpMsed in this eily.
An Answer Wanted.
Rheumatic Syrup, and three botilea cured
me
entirely.
I
can
moat
heartly
reecomParticular attention is called to the fact
Can any one bnng us tease of Kidney
mend your 8yrap, for It baa cured quite a
that all my goods are flrst-class and are
or Liver Complaint that Electric Bitters
number that I am peraonaiy acquainted
aold at low prices.
will not speedily cure? We aay they can
Harlow Merrill.
not, as thousands of cases already perOf the firm ol Merrill A Booth.
manently cured and who are daily recomGoa* im amd
mj Stock. Watches
An excess of calcareous or limy matter mending Electric Bitters, will prove.
in the blood and an inaufflefent supply of Bright's Disease, Diabetes, Weak Back,
acid In the urine to bold these particlesin

Spectacles!
-E

B

SILVERWARES

with.

—

MIRTH ITBBKT, OPPOOTB PIUIT
H.

OEUftCB.

WTKBUTUM.

g«uax».Mkh..OcLM.m

»*-lT

solntton is the direct cause of gravel, and
the beet known remedy to dlaolve and expel these corrupt and poisonous particle* Every bottle
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miles an houtr, and should not have Oxford county alone is estimated
been closer than five minutes behind nt $76,000, while tho loss in the
town of Bethel Is upward of $200,000. Many
the passcugcr, which it was not.
cattle were buried in the ruins of tho hams

Sullivan, the pugilist, likes nothing
better than to amuse himself with a darky.
It has transpiredthat he met his match the
HOLLAND CITY. MICHIGAN.
other night, In the Tremont house bar-room
in Chicago. He picked up a colored waiter
at the counter and laid him upon the floor,
hut in tho attempt to have further fun with
him was himself thrown upon his shoulders
on the tiles. Tho negro, when ho stopped to
realizo what a feat he had accomplished,
THE EAST.
went out of doors like
flash....
Dr. J. Marion Sims, a surgeon whose Nclllng, the murderer of Ada Atkinson, was
fame Is world-wido,died suddenly nt his resi- taken from tho Jail at Fowler, Ind., by 300
masked men, and taken to Oxford and hanged.
dence in New York, in the 71st year ot hia
.... A Mormon elder passed through Kansas
age. Dr. Sima came from South Carolina, City with soventy-eightproselytes from the
and graduatedin medicine in Philadelphia, BouthernStater.
From 1886 to 1858 ho practiced in Montgomery,
THE south;
Ala. He then located in New York. In EuJames McIntyre, a turfman, who
rope Dr. Sima waa greeted in many placet as
one of the greatest surgicaldiscoverersand died at Paris, Ky., left $20,000 to a colored
operatorsof the age. The French Governmistress and her children.
Andrew McLean,
ment conferred upon him the order of Knight
said
to
be
116
years
old,
was
wedded to Mrs.
of the Legion of Honor. He was subsequently decorated by the Belgian, Italian, Martha Wilson, a widow of 27 years at BlithSpanish and PortugueseGovernments for wood, 8. Cv .The boilers of Pondely’s sugarhis great discoveries in surgery. Through- house at Bayou Boeuff, La., exploded, blowout the world ho was considered the father three men to pieces.
of gynecology....J. B. Creighton, an AdAt Vicksburg, Miss., D. R. Allen,

THE NEWS CONDENSED.
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miral in the I'nited States navy, died at Morristown, N. J., from an affection of the
heart.... William M. Wilson & Co., druggists
at Philadelphia for the past twenty-four
years, have suspended.

manager of tho John T. Ward combination,

destroyed. Franklin county reports $50,000
damage. The region about Baltimore was
visited by another furious gale on the 14th
inst., increasing tho destruction which resulted from the previous blow. On Chesapeake bay many vessels wore wrecked and a
number of lives lost. Tbo oyster-boatsand
small schooners suffered severely.

The

recent gale on the lakes was the

severestand tho most destructiveof

life

and

property experienced in a period of twenty
is believed that when a full and
accurate statement of the ruin wrought shall
have been obtained It will be found that not
less than fifty crait have been totallylost,
and as many more badly damaged. The loss
of life on the lakes will reach at Jeast 100, and
in the entire country fifty more. The property
loss will mount into the millions. In Maine
alone the storm inflicted a loss of $1,000,000,
largely In valuable timber. Reports of damage by the great blow continue to be flashed
over the wires. Following are the last reported: Grain barge Milwaukee, with her Captain
and five men, was lost on Lake Ontario.
The propeller Fred Mercur, loaded with coal
for Chicago, went ashore near Erie,
and was scuttled to prevent pounding

years. It

on tho rocks. Her crew were taken

by the

off
life-saving service....
was shot and instantly killed in the theater The tug Torrent put out from Port Huron
by Frank E. Starks, the advance agent of the and rescued the barge Merrimac, fifteen mljps
company. The killing, accordnlg to the testi- off the Canada shore. She was nearly a mass
Flames wiped out Stockwell’s im- mony elicited before the Coroner's Jury, was of Ice, and her Captain and crew had been
unprovokedand without any mitigatingoir- without food tor sleep for four days. — An
mense paper-stockwarehouseon Ann street. oumstaneps. The murderer was arrested and unknown vessel, with her crew of eight, was
New York, involving a loss of $150, 000... . is now in Jail... .Aztec, a famous running lost on Lake Erie.
Gen. Grant has had made at Hartford, for horse, valued at $20,000, died of lung fever
It is said Jay Gould’s recent visit in
presentationto the Viceroy of China and the at Lexington, Ky. He was owned Jy Powers
the West meant the wrecking of the Wabash
Mikado of Japan, guns modeled after the Si Son, of Decatur, 1111.
Gardiner patent, which have been fired at the
At a wedding in Currituck, N. C., —not so much through Mr. Gould’s pilotage
rate of 700 shots per
,
liquor at the supper table led to a difficultyIn as through the lyal weakness of the road itAt Prospect Park, the horse Frank, which severalguests participated. Six shots self. Many persons believe that Gould will
refuse to put up money enough to carry the
with J. O. Nay, os running mate, defeated H.
were fired in one minute, clearing tho room. company over a crisis which will ensue upon
B. Winshlp, with Hiram Bruce as mate, in the The groom’s best man waa killed,and an- the maturing of tho next set of coupons....
best time on record— 2:08)4. Winshlp took other groomsmanreceived a mortal wound. The Union Pacific road reports gross earnThe corpse was removed to an upper room, ings of $21,551,287 for the nine months endthe second heat in 2:10l4.
and the young married couple sat up all night ing with September — Dun’s report reckThe sawmill of Mr. Maxwell, in Jack- with the disabled man.
ons the failures in the United States and Canson Township, Lycoming county, Pa., was
All the buildings of the west side ada last week at 235, against215 the week before.
destroyedby the explosion of a boiler.Three
employes were killed and faur seriously of the public square at Rusk, Texas, burned.
Judge Gresham, the Postmaster
hurt.... Pittsburgh Iron manufacturersare The loss is $60,000 — Tho wife of Jbhn W.
dissatisfiedwith the conditionof business, as, Garrett,Presidentof the Baltimore and Ohio General, will come West on a health-seeking
notwithstanding the low prices prevailing, road, died at Montebello, from injuries re- trip as soon as he has finishedhis annual received by being thrown from her carriage.
port. Ho suffersfrom tho malaria peculiar
orders are rapidly falling off.
to the Washingtonclimate.
M.
F.
Jenkins,
belonging
to
the
Col. Huguley, of Gov. Butler’s
The system of standard time went
family in Baltimore, has
staff, has entered suit for libel, at Boston, most aristocratic
againstCollectorA. W. Beard, claimed to be been arrested for passing forged checks at into operation on the 19th of November, very
uttered in recent political speeches. Dam- the bank.... John H. Smith (colored) for generallythroughout the United States.
ages are laid at $25,000. It is stated ex-ColFire losses: At Mount Vernon, 111.,
murder was executedat Oakland, Md. In
lector Simmons will also sue Heard for libel.
his speech from the trap be asked that con- $40,000;Boston, Mass., $30,000; Vincennes,
....An iron company at Pottatown, Pa,, emtributions be made to support bis little
ploying several hundred men, announces children. Perry Jelter,one of a gang of Ind., $i0,000; Lawrenceburg, Ind., $15,000;
a reduction of 10 per cent in wages, seven negroes who fired the plantation-house Newcastle, Pa., $50,000; Johnsonvllle,N. Y.,
and other mills are expected to take similar
of their former master, was hanged at Union, $15,000; Sumter, 8. C., $40,000; Orleans, Ind.,
action.... An unknown man murdered two
$17,000; Brattleboro, Vt., $25,000; Nile#,
women named Maybee at Brookville,Long S. C.
Ohio, $15,000; Allentown,N. Y., $25,000;
Clement
Taylor,
a
colored
man,
Island, and robbed their premises of two gold
Pittsburg,Pa., $20,000; Monroe, La., $30,000;
watches and $100 in money.
who recently died near Little Rock, Ark., Columbia,Miss., $100,000; Jackson, Miss.,
was born in North Carolina in 1773, and for $45,000; Communipaw,N. J., $125,000;tho
THE WEST.
steamer Parish, at Natchez, Miss,, $250,000;
many years was valued at $1,000.
Notwithstandingthe cold weather
at Harrodsburg,Ky., $50,000;Chicago, HI.,
WASHINGTON.
$25,000; Philadelphia, Pa., $150,000; Lake
of last week, the Fat Stock show at Chicago
The annual report of Mr. Wyman, City, Minn., $15,000;Madison,Ind., $18,000;
proved a great success. It is said by the enTreasurer of the United States, shows a total Nashua, N. H., $20,000>, Belmore, Ohio, $35,thusiasticthat the exposition equaled the
000; Paterson, N. J., $40,000.
celebratedSmithfleldshow which has been net revenue of $398,287,581,a decrease of $5,FOREIGN.
337,668. The only Increase in the receipts
running in England for eighty years.

minute.

was from the sale of public lands.
A terrible railway catastrophe oc- The
condition of tho Treasury and
curred near Streator, 111. The incoming
noon passenger train on the Burlington road*
at Otter crock, two and one-half miles from
town, had been flagged by a man from a
freight that had stuck on the grade, this side
of the creek, add had stopped JU8t b>’ t*ie
north bridge. Another freight was following
close behind the passenger.A flagman went
back, but he had not gone far before the train
was upon him. The grade is very heavy, and
before the freight could be stopped it
plunged Into the rear coach of the passenger
train, crushing the car into fragments. A
scene of wild confusion ensued. Four of the
passengers were killed outright, while the
cries of the wounded could be heard on all
sides. Two other passengers died shortly
after of their Injuries, and nine were badly
wounded, some fatally. The locomotive exploded after penetrating the cars, half the
victims being scalded to death. A passenger. who was one of the slightly injured, says it
all happened so quickly that he could not describe It. There was a crash, the car filled
with steam, and then in a few moments all
was still. He did not hear any cry from the
two women who were killed. They were In the
seat In front of him. He found them breathing their last. Pearre,one of the men killed,
was sitting Just behind him. If it had been a

ARMY AND NAVY.

ADDITIONAL NEWS.
Jacob Nelltng, the murderer

of

Ada Atkinson, who was lynched at Oxford, Reports of the Army QuartermasInd., mot Ms doom os coolly as any wretch
ter and Commissary
that ever felt tho halter draw. His executioners were mot at tho door by NelUng.
Generals.
“How arc you, gentlemen?"ho said, quietly,
without a tremor. “I know what you want,
and I’m ready to go." They took him to a
Some. Points from the Reports of
two-seated open wagon that stood in waiting, into which they bundled him roughly.
Heads of Naval Bureaus.
Tho old man offered no resistance,
simply remarking: “Go a little slow, gentlemen; I am older than some of you.” Tho
THE ARMY.
mob, with their victim, left quietly for the
scene of the murder. A rope was suspended
FEEDING the boys in blob.
from a limb, Nelling bound hand and foot,
The report of the Commissary General of
when tho Captain said: “Mr. Nelling, you
realize your situation. If you have any tho army for the fiscal year ended June 30,
statement to make we want it now.” 1883, shows that the total rosouroes for that
•T have nothing to say," replied Nelling.
“Did you not intend to ravish the girl be- year were $3,927,209, and the total expendifore you murdered her?” “No, sir, I did tures $3,220,308, leaving a balance of $706,901.
not." “Have you ever been Implicatedin The additional2 per cent, on cost is still
any other crimes?” “No, sir.” “You have charged on all sales to officers and enlisted
no further statement to make?" Nelling re- men (except sales of tobacco to the latter),in
plied: “Nothing.” “Swing him up,” sahT accordance with the decision of the Secretary
the Captain.A noose was placed around of War. Tho clause requiring the extra
Nelling’s neck, the other end fastened to tho charge was omitted from the Appropriation
limb of a tree, and tho wagon driven from bill for the year ending June 30, 1884.
During tho year 118 newspaper advertiseunder. The mob* dispersed, leaving tho
murderer swinging In the air, in plain sight ments and 87 circulars for proposalswere reof Atkinson’s house. A paper bearing the ported and 2,217 contracts made. The averwords, “A warning to murderers," was age contract price per pound for fresh beef
affixed to the swinging corpse. The Coroner’s for the year 1883 was 10.11 cents per pound,
verdict was death by violenceat the hands of and for 1884 10.01 cents.
The losses in tho transportationof subsistunknown men. Two enterprisingphotographers were early on the ground and took the ence stores, for which no one was found
responsible,during tho year amounted to
old man’s picture in his suspended state.
$13,350. The total losses by storms, fire,
Mr. Biggar, the Irish leader, made a accidentsand thefts were $2,222. The subfiery speech at Oldham, Lancashire,declaring sistence stores condemned during the year
that Lord L!eut. Spencer had caused men to involvea net loss of $14,661. Attention is
Invited to the necessity of providing i?ood
bo hanged on evidence which was notoriously
cooks and bakers for the army.
insufficient; that Orangemen as a class were
TKAN8PORTATION,ETC.
knaves and dupes; and that the processions
The report of the Quartermaster General of
in honor of Sir Stafford Northcote were com-

jwsedof men hired for the occasion.... Con- the Army shows that the total resourceswere
fidential instructionshave been sent from $15,051,856, the expenditures $13', 756, 577. The
the Vatican to the Irish Bishops,urging that
they influenceCatholicsto act with the Gov- constructionof ninety new buildings, such as
barracks, quarters,stables, storehouses,
ernment
guardhouses, etc., have been authorized at
A drunken ex-member of the Salva- an estimated cost of $147,178. Repairs to extion army caused a riot at a meeting of the isting buildingshave been authorized at an
estimatedcost of $425,599. An appropriation
latter in Kingston, Ontario. Four policemen
of $125,000 Is urged to replace tho building
who came to remove tho disturber were used as a recruiting-depotand training-school
roughly handled and retreatedin bad order, for recruits at David’s Island, N. Y. The exwhile in the melee officers of the army wore penses for transportationamounted to $2,kicked and pounded unmercifully ____ A storm 149.051.
on the coast of Nova Scotia wrecked many
The expenses of military transportation
vessels and destroyed a score or two of not paid out of the regular .appropriation
lives.
comprised that provided over bonded Pacific
The 96th birthday of Solidor Milon, railroads, $845,144, which is credited on the
debts of these railroads,and that provided
one of the old guard who remained with Na- over land-grant railroads,to which 50 per
poleon at St Hfelena until his death, was cent, of tariffrates is paid under act of Conmade the occasion of a banquet to the vet-, gress of June 80, 1882, making a special aperan by the PhiladelphiaMusical association. propriationof $125,000 for that pnrpose. The
Milon has a parchmentcommission as Second unsettled accounts of tho Union Pacific. KanLieutenant bearing the seal of Napoleon.... sas Pacific, Central Pacific,and Sioux City
Isaac H. Bromley, for ten years on the Now and Pacific roads amount to $1,508,165.The
York Tribune has entered upon the duties of earnings of these railroadson account of
editor-in-chief of the Commercial Advertiser. military transportationfrom their first open....Moses Henlein & Co., men’s furnishings, ing to Juno 80, 1883, amount to $13,2r)|,107.
New York, have assigned. The preferences Special attention is called to the
debts of, the Southern railroad companies to
amount to $50,726.
the United States for purchase of railway
The
Orleans Times-Demo- material In 1865 and 1868. The report says
ernf’sexpedition through the Florida Ever- that of fifty railroads so indebted the acglades reached Lake OkeechobeeNov. 1, and counts of forty-six hove been cIowh! and
settled.The four railroads still in debt t
discoveredthat eight large rivers emptied in- the United States have made no cash pay-*
to it. They found a district covered with
ments for severalyears, and the indications
grass ten feet high, nothing but mud and are that the present unsettledand unsatlsmarsh— Impassable alike with boat or boot. Tactory eondltlonof affairs will continue inThey were within half a mile of the great definitely until Congress shall Interpose. It
saw gra«s region, when a fire broke out, and Is recommended that tho Quartermaster
tot miles nothing was visiblebut smoke and
General’s office be relieved of this ent^o
flames. If the expedition has not already business.

New

London dispatch ; “Preparationsfor
O’DonncH’s
defense are well advanced.
the operations thereof are sot forth at great
length. TTie Treasurer recommends that an Roger A. Pryor had a long and satisfactory
appropriation bo made to pay the express interview with the prisoner. Mclnerny,of
charges for worn and mutilatedUnited O’Donnell’scounsel, has brought rota Ireland
States money, and for the distributionof a mass of evidence, and he feels confident
fractionalsliver and minor coins. He also that the verdict will not be willful murder.
perished, the members must stand In immirecommends the discontinuanceof the 3-cent William J. Hoppln, Secretary of the Amerinent danger.
pieces, and that the compensation and can legation, in the absence of Minister Lowmileage of members of Congress be made by ell, visited O’Donnell and formally ascerThe Chain of Bocks Bridge company
the disbursing officer instead of the Treas- tained tbe fact of his American citizen- has been Incorporated at Springfield,111.,
f

urer.

The

latest rumor os

to the

financial

portion of Secretary Folger’s report is that

ship.”.... Roth the St. Petersburg and Berlin
press are inclined to interpretthe .visit of De
Giers, the Russian Secretary of State, to Germany as a token of complete accord between

he will content himself with showing the the two empires.
urgent necessity of some legislation with
Nihilism in Russia has resulted in
respect to the future basis of banking, will two more tragedies,both culminating at St.
present a summary of the various plans
which have been submitted to him, and

make

no recommendationsunless it is that the 1
per cent, tax on bank circulation be removed.... SecretaryFolger has instructed
the Collector at San Francisco, in case of
suspected fraud in tho importationof
Chinese, to refuse them permission to land
unless satisfactoryevidence is produced,
leaving Injusticeto be righted by writs of

woman for

ORDNANCE.
The report of the Chief of Ordnance show#
that 33,621 arras

with a nominal capital of $2,000,000.The or-

have been made for eon vertingfifty ten-inch
Hodmans into eight-inch rifles and making
i. Itnos been
four large breach-loadingrifles,
found that-steel hoops for banded guns manufactured in this country are fully equal in
quality to the best hoops of European manufacture. It is recommended that the converlon of ten-inchsmooth-bores into eight-inch
rifles be continued, that over BOO'flfteen-Incb
smooth-bores be improved so the heaviest
charges may be used, and that Congress encourage tho formation of volunteerorganizations in every State, district and city by
making liberal appropriationsfor arming the
same.

ganizerspropose to build a bridge across tho
Mississippi at a point not to exceed ten miles

above East St. Louis. The new scheme Is
supposed io be in tho interest of the Alton
and other roads which wish to break up Jay
Gould's bridge monopoly across the Father

of Waters, the present transferbusiness being wholly in tho hands of tho Wabash combination.... Philip E. Newman & Co., boots
cial executioner,the other by her own hand,
evidentlyin full view of the fact that death and shoes, Grand Rapids, Jfich., and South
awaited her in any case. The official victim Rend, Ind., have failed.,..Samuel Henry, a
was Sofia Woskrepensky, a young student. farmer near Swanton, Ohio, killed his wife
The snicidewas a woman named Ossinsky, with an ax, fatally cut his daughter, and then
who had, by her vehement, eloquentand took his own life with a razor.
Petersburg, and each having a

victim. Both were hanged, one by tho

were manufactured at the

National armory during the year. Contract#

its

offi-

recklessdevotion to the principles of Nihilism
made herself a leader among the terrorists
NAVY.
Costly Plants.
of Little Russia and other southern provThe Light-House board recommend* inces of the empire. ! .Germany will send an
EXPENDITURES FOR FOOD A>D CLOTHING.
Indicative of the enormous prices
flash of lightningthat struck them the creation of tho Seventeenthdistrict, Envoy to Pekin to secure, if possible,a
The report of J. A. Smith, PaymasterGenpaid for rare specimens of orchids,at a
it could not have come more suddenly....
from lAko Michiganand Green Bay, with peaceful solution of tho Tonquin difficulty.
recent auction sale at Stevens’(London) eral of tho United States navy, Chief of tbe
A train conveying an excursion party
De Lesseps is again in England, ar- a single fine specimen of the Gattleya Bureau for Provisions and Clothing, show#
from Minneapolis to Southern Californiawas headquarters at Milwaukee. A new lightwrecked near Jamesport,Mo., and seven station at the latter city,- where the lake is ranging for the construction of a second triame alba from Brentham Park col- that the expenditures for provisionsduring
encroaching on the old one, demands an appersons were seriously injured.
Suez canal. It is said that tho proposed lection sold for 70 guineas, or more tho year amounted to $1,000,959. yho^mount
propriationof $15,000.
expended by pay officersabroad was $804,860;
Sullivan’spugilisticexhibition in
agreementincludes a loan of £8,000,000 sterIn the case of Lieut. Col Morrow, ling from the British Government,and that it than $400.
expended by the bureau, $273,018. There is a
Chicago drew 5,000 persons to Battery D ardeficiency for provision# amountingto $173,President Arthur changed the sentence of is intended to make the administrationof the
tho close of the programme it
987. The total expenditures on account of
dlssralssal to suspension with half pay for company 44 per cent. English and 56 percent
THE
MARKET.
was announced that Sullivanand Paddy Ryan
clothingwere $215,741, leaving a balance of
French.
one
year,
and
a
reduction
in
rank
to
the
foot
would fight in San Francisco.... The boiler
$344,586. Tho total amount expended on acNEW
YORK.
The
French
and
Chinese
have
not
of the Coal Bluff Mining company at Fon- of the list. . Appointments by the President:
count of small stores was $22,556, leavinga
Beeves
.......................... 4.80 £ 6.30
tinet, Ind., exploded, killing James Hurst John M. Langston,United States Charge yet decided to go to war with one another, Hoos .............................4.60 & 5.30
balance of $127,050. The amount expended
and scaldingJohn and William Kyle fatally d’Affalres at Santo Domingo: John NT. Scott, the Marquis Tseng continues to bo inter Flour— Superfine. ............... 3:60 (*i 4.35
for contingencieswas $18,549, leavinga ballola Kang, Agent for the Indians of the
and two others seriously.
Wheat— No. l White ........... 1.09 & 1.09)4 ance of $81,539. A comparison witly>re vious
Ponca, Pawnee and Otoe Agency, Indian viewed, the Parisian Journals continue to
No. 2 Red ............... i.io)*© i.ii)4
dispatch from Norway, Mich., Territory; John M. Church, Postmasterat denouncethe Marquis, and there are reports Corn— No. 2 ...................... .59 (<$ .59)4 years shows a rapid increaseIn paymentsfor
commuted rations.
iays: “Nearly 1,000 iron miners are on a St. Louis, Mich.
of disquieting nows from Tonquin in the Oats— No. 2 ...................... .33 & .34
Great improvement has been made in the
12.00
(#12.80
Pork—
Mess?.
....................
strike here. They formed a procession,seSecretary
issued French capital. It may be, however, Lard ............................ .07K£ .07% clothingof the enlisted men of tho navy unthat all will end peaceably.Both parties
der tho present system of manufactureutthf
cured a tynd and some flags and paraded the another call for $10,000,000of 3 per cent,
CHICAGO.
seem to be afraid to offer fight.... Beeves— Good to Fancv
Now York navy yard. Changes are, howevei
7.00 (# 7.30
Steers. .
streets until thoroughly chilled. They then bonds.
De Lesseps said at Liverpool that a second
contemplated, with a view of improving the
Common
to Fair ....... 4.30 £ 5.40
made a demand upon the Superintendent of
POLITICAL.
Suez canal could only he built hear to and
Medium to Fair ........ 5.25 £ 6.15
qualityand reducing the cost of»the clothing.
the Ludington mine for an advance in wages,
Lynchburg,' Va., was illuminated parallel with the present one, and, when Hoos .............................4.20 (4 5.00
An appropriationof $60,000 is asked for the
and assaulted and threutenod him until he
5.25
C4
5.50
Finuu—
Fancy
White
Winter
Kx
payment of freight on stores. Tho estimates
complied.Tho chibf officer of the Chapin the other night to celebrateMabono’sdefeat, finished, vessels going to the lied Sea could
4.75
(3
5.00
Good
to
Choice
Spr’g
Ex
take one canal and those to the Mediterranean
for the next fiscal year include $18,680 on acmine took u train for Milwaukee, and the and a great demonstration was hold. Tho
the other ____ In Southern Russia tho conflicts Wheat— No. 2 Rprintr ........... .95)4-4 .96
count of salaries for clerks; $1,100 for misstrikers say they will stop tho pumps unless
1.00
<4
l.fl
*
No.
2
Red
Winter
......
resolution# passed guarantee the negroes between tho peasants and the landlords call
they aie given more wages. The Sheriff
Corn— No. 2 ...................... .49 & .40)6 cellaneousexpenses; $120,460 for commuted
full Justice, and condemn partisanreports of for the interventionof the military.Agrarian
Oats— No. 2 ..... . ................ .28 (4 .28)4 rations of 1,100 officers; $180,675 for commuthas been sent for, and militia will probably
the Danville riot.
troublesare rife throughout Eastern Europe. Rye-No. 2 ....................... .45J4& .46*4 ed rationsof 1,860 men and boys; $21,900 for
be called out.”
The
peasants are rebellingagainst the exac- Barley— No. 2 ................... .61 $ .62
commuted rations of 200 marines; $876,075
Hereafter women will enjoy the
Dr. J. H. Finley and Ed. Smith, intions of the usurer and tho rent-collector. .
Butter— Choice Creamery ...... .Sef £ .33
for rationsfor 7,400 men, boys and marines
right of unrestrictedsuffrage in Washington Eighteen persons were lost on tho British Eoos— Frenh ..................... .24 <# .25
and other expenses; $60,000 for freighton
jured in tho railroad disaster near Streator,
10.95
(#11.00
Pork—
Mess
.....................
Territory,a law to that effect having passed steamer Condor, which was wrecked in a gale
Bhipmonts, and $12,411 for expenses of t
111., are dead, making eight victims in all.
.07K<g
.07)4
Lard
.............................
the TerritorialLegislature and received tho off the coast of Holland.... The members of
civil establishment
MILWAUKEE.
The balance of the wounded are on the road signature of the Governor.
tho Spanish Government deny that the visit
.95
CONSTRUCTION AND REPAIR.
Wheat
—
No.
2 .................... .94 £
to recovery. The wrecked ccoch was literally
the German Crown Prince to Spain has
Corn— No. 2 ...................... .49 & .50
Clinton A. Snowden, formerly of of
splintered to pieces, and the only wonder is
The Chief of the Bureau of Constructio
any International significance.... It is re- OATS— No. 2 ..................... .28 £ .28*
that any one could have been in .there and Chic*ago. who for a year has been managing ported that tho Vatican has agreed to appoint
and Repair, in his annual report to the SecRye-No. 2 .......................
come out alive. The engine drove more than editor of the Washington National Republican, a Nuncio to the United States.
Barley-No. 2 ................... .61 & .61 « retary of tho Navy, estimates that $400,000
half way through the cur, crushing the toor has resigned to accept the position of manag10.60 (#11.00
Mess ......................
Paris and the whole French nation Pork—
into the smallest possible fragments. er of tho New York IForW.
Lahd ............................. .07*4(9 .07)4 will be necessary to complete the frigate
Nqw York at 'the Brooklynnavy-yard, a
8T.
LOUIS.
All around lay portions of the wreck
have been thrown into a state of commotion
The most prominent candidates for by an attempt on tho life of Prime Minister Wheat— Na 2 Red ............... 1.00)40 1.01 K the Mohican at Mare Island. He recommcn
—wheels, cars, fragment* of doors— all
Corn— Mixed ..................... .44 (<9 .44)4 that the Thllmany process for preserving
attesting the fearful force
tho Sergcant-at-Arms of tho House of ReprosentFerry. A young man, evidentlya crank, bad Oats— No. 2 ...................... .*26 £ .20)4 timber be adopted. A sufficient appropriashock. Several piece* of skin, with nails atr
atives are John G. Thompson and ex-Contion should be made by Congress to purchase
made repeated attempts to obtain an inter- Rye ...............................
tachid, from scalded, shriveled hands, were
Pore— Mess ......................1L35 £11.50
picked up. The Jury of inquest (oundthat gross man Leedom, both of Ohio. It Is view with M. Ferry, but was met with a re- Lard ..............................07«« .07)$ shipbuildingmaterial to put instock.The
number of wooden vessels will be largely rethe oomiug train could nofhavo been more thought that the one who receives most fusal each time, and was finally ordered off.
CINCINNATL
than 40U feet away, us It came down votes In the Ohio deiesration will carry off the He made believe to go away, and finally Wheat— No. 2 Bod ............... 1.06 & 1.07 duced under the operationsof the act which
from tho north. The passengertrain prize. In any case Ohio will be ahead, which slipped in behind some visitors,and reached Corn ..............................
& .wfc forbids tho repair of any wooden vessel
hud teen driven forward perhaps 200 is not unusual when an office is to be filled. the library unobserved. Tho usher again OATS .............................. 30 & .»* of the navy when the repairswill cost more
ordered him to leave the building.On this the Rye ................................58 & .M
than 20 per cent, of the appraised
feet by the force of the collision.
GENERAL.
youth changed his tone, and said excitedly: Pork— Mess ......................11.25 £11.75
value. It is recommended that tbe
Conductor Mat Kennedy, of the fated passenThe
fine freight propeller H. C. “I came to see M. Jules Ferry and kill him. Laid ..........
07
&
.07)4
limit of repairson wooden vessels be fixed
ger train, gave a straightforwardaccount of
TOLEDO.
the accident. Ho was flagged about forty Akely, valued at $100,000, went down in As I cannot kill him I will kill you.” Suiting Wheat-No. 2 Red ............... L03X© L07
88 per cent, of the cost of a new vessel
rods from whore the accident occurred. Lake Michigan, off Holland, Mich., during tho action to tbe word, he pulled out a re- Corn ................ ..............52)4« .62)4 like
like size
size and materials,unless Congress ma
When the tralu slacked up for the flagman, tho recent severe blow. Capt Stretch,the rblver an(T placed tbe muzzle against the Oats-No.2. .. ... .... ..TTfrir iM
.son ieofltto replace them by iron or steel v ,
Since the passage of the act In operation,
Conductor Kennedy went' to tho engine to Mate. Steward and two firemen were lost, breast of M. Philibert. Very luckily, before
DETROIT.
pairs on the following named vessels ha
find out what the obstructionwas. The train but twclveeofthe crew were rescued by ho could fire. M. PhUlbertmanaged to dose Flour ............................4.00 £6.75
ran along slowly until -It hud approached the schooner Driver. The United States with him, and both rolled struggling on the Wheat-No. 1 White. ............ L06)4£ L06 had to bo abandoned: Alaska,Mononga
£ .56 Plymouth and Ticonderoga. All of
within ten car-lengthsof the gravel train revenue steamer Michigan wasj driven floor. In a moment several officials and Coen— No. 2 ...................... .54
Mixed ..................... .30 & .31
vessels, except the Alaska, were worth
in front, which tho switch-enginewas ashore at Erie, Pa„ and badly damaged. visitors throw themselves upon the Oats—
Pork-Mcss ......................12.25 £12.60
pairing. The same act will sacrifloothe R1
unable to move. Sep.pg this, he run to the A family of four persons, named Fotrault, youth, and, after considerableresistINDIANAPOLIS.
anee, ^ managed
disarm
him. Wheat-No. 2 Red ............... 1.01 £1.01
rear end of his train and ordered his brake- were drowned
mond and Pensacola. Tho iipiit for tht
in imjiuuuub
attempting to cross Mltehuruwueum
t
man to flog tho freight which he knew to be
.50)4 existenceof the Minnesota is fixed let cigh
Corn-No. 1 ........... ........ A0
‘>7, in Canada. Hnport. from Kor^;
Oats— Mixed ......
.28 £ .28)4 Months. The Colorado Is to be placed in ordibehind him: The brakemun got the flag, but ern Maine report tho storm us the most vioEAST LIBERTY.
' ^ i nary, and the Vehnont fitted as a reoei
bad gone but about fdbr car-lengths,when lent and destructiveover experienced in that into his mouth add swallowed. He was taken
to tho police station.Tho name of the would- Cattle -Best... i ........ t ....... 6.50 £0.25
the freight came crushing down the grade*)
ship. Tho .Tennesseewill not last longer
4.50 £6.50
Fair., ...........
Zml*
»d mw' bo aaaagalq is Carrleu.Ho Is not Inaano, but
and the engine was buried in the passenger
twelve months. The training-vessels5
4i00 £6.50
coach. Tb<e freight , *as a. wild train and
UOfaf? ••••••••••«**
•*•••• *••••• • • • e 4.60 £ HO
should n<*, h*w run fa^tr than oightood
3,60 « L50 A
SHEEP.
»•«•••• •••• ••
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ItCHIGAN AFFAIRS.

SUGGESTIONS OF VALUE.

LYNCH LAW.

CARLISLE CONFIDENT.

THE LAKE MARINE.
»

Jt

Has

Experienced the Most Disas-

Hie Tote by Which He Claims That

Ho

To relieve hiccongh at once, take a
Murderer of Ada Atkingon, lump of sugar saturated with vinegar.
Hanged bj a Mob.
Hemorrhage of the lungs or stomach
may be quickly stopped by small doees

Nelllngj the

Will Capture the Speakership.
trous Season of Nearly Twenty

The Old Man Dresses for Death and
[Washington Telegnm.]
The following t^ible showing the votes
Meets His Doom Ooolly.
claimed by Carlisle for Speakership,and the
[From the ChicagoTimes.]
votes allowed by him to Randall,is said to be
The northwesterlyRale which has prevailed
Jacob Nelllng, the murderer of Ada Atcorrect by CongressmanPhil Thompson,who
almost steedlly on the chain of groat lakes
kinson at Oxford, Ind., some weeks ago, was
is the confidential friend of Carlisle:
since Sunday last is the most disastrous to
taken from the Jail at Fowler, Ind., on the
CarCar- Ranlife and property that has occurredin any
Itsle. doll.
Halo, dall morning of Nov. 19, conveyedto Oxford by
4 Mis ourl .......
one gale Since 1807. The total number of Alabama ....... 4
a masked mob and hanged. It will te re0
. 1
1 Nevada ........
ArkauiiaH ....... 4
wrecks are forty, which includesvessels go3 membered that after Nelling confessed to
3 New Jersey.... . o
California. ......
18 the brutal murder of the Innocent girl ho
3 New York .....
0
ing ashore, as well as those which went to Connecticut
a
North Carolina.5
Florida .........0 •
narrowly escaped executionat the hands
pieces, $nd the total number of lives lost was
8
. 6
l|Ohio ...........
(ieorria.* ....... 8
of the infuriated populace, and was
-Pennsylvania..
11
. o
-sixty-eight,so far as known. Beside these, Illinois .........7
a spirited away to Lafayette and con. 4
2 Bouth Carolina
there fcre some vessels missing, or, rather, Indiana .........7
0 fined in the strong prison of that city,
iTennessee ..... . 8
have not been heard from since the terrible Iowa ............2
for better security against mob vengeance.
1
olTexas ..........
gale began to blow. It is probable that all Kentucky ...... 8
3
It appears that the Tippecanoe county
:ij\ irglnla .......
these will turn up, as they may be safely Louisiana ...... 2
1
4'West Virginia.. 2
authorities got tired of looking after his we.Years.

I

Ran-i

.'1

.

.

.

.

ii

2

1

Man-land ....... 0
shelteredin harbors about the lakes. Speak1
Massachusetts.
ing in this connection,it may be of interest
Midi ga ....... 5
to know that the season, as a whole, has MlHHlbtU|>I>i ..... 5

Wisconsin

..... . 4

1

fare, and, us the excitement over the tragedy
had' apparently died out, it was deemed safe
o| Total ........ 110
to take him back to Fowler for confinement
Ibecn
disastrous
shl|>It is admitted that Cox will get about
the Benton county Jail, which was accordping
insurance
alike than thirty-fiveof these votes in the first, and, per- In
ingly done. Two days after the return of the
was ever known before in the history of haps, on the second ballot, but the table is in- prisoner the neighbors and friends of the
navigation on the lakes. The whole season tended to represent the strength of Carlisle
murdered girl proceededto organize themhas been marked by disasters terrible In their and Randall after Cox drops out.* TboTilden
selves,for the work of vengeance, and did it
nature and entailing heavy loss upon insur- Influence Is said to be for Rapiall and the
so quietly and secretly that the officersof the
ance companies. This was partly duo to an Tammany for Cox, but it Is understood that
kept
supreme ignorance
unpropitious and stormy searon,but largely when Cox drops out of the fight John Kelly
of the movement, and were taken completely
to the inexcusable mistakes of the signal sei^ will not favor or oppose either of the other
by surprise. The mob was perhaps the most
vice. They have missed every gale of wind men. The few Randall men here ridicule the
orderly one that ever strung up a man.
in such a way as to encourage vessel masters extravagant claims of Carlisle, and say that
While none of the men are certainly known,
to leave port on the verge of veritablehur- In Tennesseeand Georgia, for instance,the
their actions showed that they were deterricanes. Such was the case lust Sunday, and figures will be exactly reversed. Randall is
.

2;

—

i

the most
and

so

to

men

law were

also last Moy. To go further back, they
mafic the same mistake be'Ore the great gale
of Oct 10, 1880. Then followed the terrible
disaoers to the Alpena. Wells Hurt, and,
lastly, the Akely.

in

IN 2:8 1-2.

Marvelous Performance by the Trotting
Horse Frank.
A

recent dispatch

from Lewiston, Me.,

re-

ports live followingsingular occurrence: LaThe little bay gelding Frank beat the rec-

a

race at Prospect park, New York,

with a running mate against H.
and mute. The purse was for

fayette Cook, a residentof South Auburn,

.r>0

years old, declared two weeks ago that he

Winship
would die on Sunday, the 11th Inst. Ho arose
$2,000, and
on Sunday morning in his usual good health,
f.'.OO extra t* the hoi se beating 2:10*4.About
but remarkedat the table that It was the last
800 sjoctutorswere present, says a New York ho should over eat. After the meal he shaved
B.

dispatch,and the track was In excellentcon*
dition. In the first heat Frank led slightly to
the quarter polo, when Winship passed and
took the pole, keeping it till just beto-o reaching the three-quarter. Then Murphy sped
his team, and, gainimg rapidly, lapped the
other team and shot ahead. On the home-

carefully and arrayed himself in clean clothes,
in which he requested he might be burled.
Ho was so eccentricthat people did not pay
much attentiontodiis talk. One of his peculiarities,so one of his neighbors say, was that
ho prepared his own meals, and never ate the

food his wife did. He was an excellent
man, however, and respected by all who
knew him. Sunday morning ho was apparently In his usual health. He walked out
with his grandchildrena short distance.
Hirec-quar- At 4 o’clock he went into the house. He

stretch both teams were running. But
Murphy brought his horses down, and they
p issod under the wire In good shape, winning
by half a neck. The time was as follows:
First quarter,H3H; half, 1:03*4 ;

carefully shaved and washed himself, put on a
clean shirt, and then said he would like to
have a spread thrown upon the lounge. He
was given a quilt, or somethingof the sort,
and led two lengths to the three-quarter, stretchedhimself on the lounge, and covered
where Frank picked up, but did not hold his himself. He put one hand down by his side,
ground, Winship shooting ahead and coming bent the other arm so that ho placed tbe hand
tinder the wire a winner by a length and a under his head and closed his eyes. So far
half . Time— First quarter, 334 ; half, 1 :0i U ; us anybody knows, he did not stir from this
position and never afterward spoke, but conthree-quarters,1:304 J mile, 2:104tinued in a sort of a stupor until an early
hour Monday morning, when the last vital
spank left his body. Cook was a dead man
within the time set for his demise. Those
who watched him say they witnessed a slight
movement of the chest, but no other sign of
ters, 1:35 'A; mile, 2:084.
In tie second heat three false starts were
made before the horses got off, with F'ntnk at
the pole. Winship passed him at the quarter

ROASTED AND WHIPPED.

An

or cloth.

For earache dissolve assafostida
water; warm

a

few drops and drop

in

_

made no determined resistance, owing
number and character of the mob."

to the

. When Nelling was taken from Lafayette to
Fowler a few days ago for trial it was given
out that he would enter a plea of guilty and
accept a sentence of death on condition that
his execution be stayed sixty days. This
anticipateddelay In the course of the law in-

cited tho

mob.

.

Nellingkilled Ada Atkinson in her room
some nine weeks ago. t8he was almost a
child, and he had been her father’s laborer
for many years. The case excited a great
deal of attention, and was for several days in
mystery. Another man was arrested on tho
word of Nelling,but afterward Nelling admitted ho lied and said ho did It himself. Ho
onroly escaped lynching at tho time, and, as
stated above, was removed to Lafayette to
avoid tho fury of tho mob. He was to have
been indicted and tried In a few days.

Old Man's BarbarousTreatment at the animation, after ho lay down. He took no
poison or drug of any sort. It was a simple
Hands of Colorado Robbers.
surrender of vital powen

CIVIL RIGHTS.

estate at

Roscommonis

in

the ear, then cork the ear with wool.

climbing up

price rapidly, all on account of the oil ex-

•Itoment

in

To fire

•

a pistol in tho limits of Flint is

punishable by ordinance,hut unless a dog

is

toot no offenderIs ever arrested.

A good powder of snuff which will
It costs about $350 to run the Hudson
is made of equal parts of lire companiesa year, 95 per capita being
gum arabic, gum myrrh and blood root. paid the membors to oncourago them In their
Toothache, may be speedily ended by work.
the application of a small bit of cotton
The sorghum made this year in divert
saturated with ammonia to the defect- parts of Michigan Is much poorer In quality

cure catarrh

ive tooth.

than heretofore, on, account of the early

It is stated by a rceiical wr.'t ir that frosts.
carbolic acid diluted with warm water,
The total apple crop marketed at Buand poured into the ear, is a sovereign chanan this year for shipment will not ex-

cure for earache.

For
ately

ceed 1,200 barrels— a great fallingoff from

immedipulverizedcharcoal and oil; lamp
a scald or burn, apply

but linseed is better.
miraculous.

oil will do,
effect is

The

other years.

Michigan sheep-breedersshould know that
dogs will not molest a flock of sheep that has

a pair of gouts in its midst. Tho WlUlamwarts, get a little bullock goat will butt tho love of mutton from half a
gall and keep it in a bottle ; rub a little dozen dogs and will defend tho flock to the

To remove

on the warts three times a day, and in
a short time they will disappear.

may be useful to know that hoarsemay be relieved by using the white
of an egg thoroughly beaten, mixed
with lemon juice and sugar. A teaIt

ness

spoonful taken occasionally is the dose.
portion going to the entrance to the Sheriff’s
To destroy black-heads,wash the
residenceadloining the Jail, and a part to tho
east door of tho Jail. After demandingtho face thoroughly at night with tepid
keys to tho Jail, they proceeded to batter tho water and rub briskly with a Turkish
outer door with sledges.Thou with cold
towel; then apply a mixture of one
chisels, prepared especiallyfor the purpose,
they cut tho looks from tho doors, and in ounce of liquor of potassa and two
about an hour guided entrance to Nelling’s ounces of cologne.
cell. Tho old man had in the meantime got
Dr. Denker, of St. Petersburg,treats
up and dressed himselfready to receive them.
They hurried him out to a wagon that stood in diphtheria by first giving the patient a
wailing, the old man simply remarking that laxative, and when its operation has
they ought not to bo so rough, taut ho was
ceased he gives cold drinks acidulated
older than some of tham. Theiithcy departed
with their prisoner in the directionor with hydrocloric acid and then a gargle
tho murder, near which place he was of lime water and hot milk in equal
executed. Everything was done in parts every two hours. His method has
business-like manner, having very
much the air of a funhral. Tlie Jail officials been very successful.

a

reunion for 1883 at Alma. Gratiotcounty,

Real

To relieve a severe headache, bind
the temples tightly with a handkerchief

he rode

A Man

ord in

The Twenty-sixth Michigan infantry held
Its

For chapped lips, mix two tableresolute men. An eyo-wltness
Expected to be hero Thursday, and then his thus describes the affair: “ A solitary horse- spoonfuls of clarified honey with a few
claims in detail,which have not yet appeared, man was seen to come from the east and drops of lavender water or any other
will probably be made known.
rid.* quietly around the Jail. Then
perfume, and anoint the lips frequently.
rapidly away In tl e direction whence ho came. About an hour
afterwardabout ICO masked men. In wagons
and buggies and on horseback, rode quietly
up to the Jail from the south and posted
Foretells His Death, and the guards at all the avenues of approach. They
then proceeded to divide their forces, a
Predictionis Fulfilled.

at Detroitthan

on tho 14th inst.

of salt.

mined and

AN EXTRAORDINARYCASE.
A MILE

Potatoes are quoted higher
iny other city in the West.

bitter end.
«

The Common

Council of Adrian has
bounced Policeman Honrey for sleeping on
his beat. Honsey, w ho had the reputationol
being an excellentofficer, says he got tired
out at the election for Recorder, and admits
that ho did a

little

indlsorcol snoring Ihe night

following.

Two

well-dressed

men

had

wrho

Just

aliphted from a train, hired a rig and driver
at Adrian, and,

when a short distance from

town, gave tho driver some drugged tobacco,

which rondorod him

insensible,when the

crooks dropped him by the wayside and drove
off with tho team.

A farmer near Alma

has offered young
from $50 to $100 as an
inducement to become his wife. Although
he makes a good appearance, is In comfortable circumstances,not over 45 years old, and
has only boen married threo times, no one
ladles of that place

has yet accepted.— IWostei/ Record.

Kellogg, Sawyer Sc Co., tho largest con.
corn In Kalamazoo operating In pine lumber, suspended and will make an assignment.
Dr. Shearer, of Berks county, PennTho liabilities ore unknown, but will probsylvania, claims that he haa employed
ably reach from $150,000 to $200,000. The
cold water sponging and ice bags to the
assets are thought to be considerablylarger
throat in severe cases of scarlet fever
than tho liabilities.
during twenty years, and with such
John Grkgware,an employe of C. A.
good results that he considers the treatment not only permissible, but actually Lewis’ saw-mill,In Bay City, was struck on
necessary where the symptoms are tho right side of tho face by an iron bolt
from the bolting-machine. The Iron passed
alarming.
through tho cheek and lodged on the left
Where Young Snakes Go to When Swal- side, Just grazing tho Jaw-bone. Though
seriously Injured, Gregwaro is expected to
lowed by Their Mother.

About twenty-three years ago, in
Beebe, Ark., I had a guinea hen sitting
near my house, in the garden. One
lay, while hoeing in the garden, I
noticed the hen flying, fluttering,and
tparently fighting something.I
.apparently

recover.

walked, hoe in hand, carefully up to the

as long as

It Is stated that a largo proportion

of the

mills on tho east shore of Lake Michigan will

shut

down

within a

week. This action

ia

caused by the low price of lumber and the

been
usual. Closing the mills will prac.
tlcally close navigation,as It will leave *the
fact that tho sawing season has already

nest. Curled up in the nest lay a blow
snake, or what some call a bull snake. vessels little to do.
The Dissenting Opinion of Justice HarI carefull approached her, and when
A woman at Gaines sues for a divorce. She
lan, of the Supreme Court.
she straightened out to run, with one
city, resides an old bachelor farmer named
says that sho has fits, and that In April, 1882,
O’Donnell, the Avenger, Was Naturalblow with the hoe I cut her head clean
peter Olsen, who usually kept small sums of
on “coming to” after a fit lasting, several
ized in Ohio.
from her body. I straightenedher out
[Washington Telegram.]
money about his premises.At night four
hours, sho saw her husband caressing tho
Justice Harlan, of tho United States Supreme and was examining her, and preparing to
disguisedmen went to the house and knocked.
servant girl In a very loving manner, and
Court, in his dissentingopinion In tho civil- take her length, when a young snake
The farmer asked the visitors to come in. As
(Telegram from Ironton, Ohio.]
Iho girl had her arms around the man’s neck.
g (outsix inches long, and about the size
aion us all were Inside they seized Olsen,
On tho records of tho Probate court ol rights cases says: “The opinion in these cases
The wife should bear with them a little; perthrew him on the floor, and demanded to
proceeds upon grounds entirelytoo narrow of a common lead pencil, made its aphaps they thought that sho was dead.
know where his money was. He repliedthat Lawrencecounty, Ohio, bearing date of Nov.
pearance. I cut its head off, and others
1870, appears this very interesting record: and artificial. The substance and spirit of
he had none. After thoroughlysearching
followed,
until
I
had
cut
the
heads
off
Elder Barry, of Clayton,Lenad'eo county,
the house to no purpose, Olsen still refusing
And now comes Patrick O’Donnell,a native tho retfent amendments to the constitution
to tell where the money was hidden, of Ireland, and makes his applicationto be have been sacrificed by subtle and Ingenious of twenty-seven. Some of them re- has turned that little hamlet completely Inthe robbers got willow switches and naturalized,apd— the court being satisfied verbal criticism. The constitutionalpro- mained dead in the cavity of their side out. Thinking that too much whisky
whipped their victim on the bare feet from tho declarationof said Patrick O'Don- visions adopted In the Interest of liberty mother, so that I know that they did
was being sold there, he sent in a carefullyand legs until th^ were covered with nell filed herein, and the oath of Michael and for the purpose of securing/through
blood. Olsen still refusing them, they built McGarvoy, that said applicant has In all nationallegislation, if need be, the rights in- not occupy a place in the stomach. The prepared list of names to the saloon-keeper,
a large lire In the back yard and carried him things compiled with the law In relation to hering in a state of freedom and belonging to snake had swallowed twelve guinea find forbade him to sell any intoxicating
-out, and proceeded to execute their threat to naturalization, and he having taken tho oath American citizenship have been so construed eggs, which I proceeded to eject by
liquors to any individual whoso name apburn him alive. They placed his feet In the of allegiance prescribedby law— it Is ordered as to defeat tho ends the people desired to
squeezing from her stomach and throat. peared on tho same, and whore the trouble
fire, and literally roasted them. Even this that a certificate of citizenship be issued to accomplish, which they attemptedto accomThe eggs
found came from one comes in ia in tho fact that nearly all of the
terrible treatment did not Induce him to give said applicantin due form of law.
plish, and which they supposedthey had acup his hidden treasure. He was then comGkokge W. Thompson, Probate Judge.
complished by changes in their fundamental appartment, and the young snakes from persons named in the list are of the first
polled to walk back to the house, where a
Judge Thompson has received an ordoi law. Tho court has departed from the fa- another. This induced me to examine
families.
scuffle ensued, during which the stove was from tho Acting Secretaryof State at Wash- miliar rule requiringthat in the interpretathe head and neck which 1 had cut off.
ov erturned, disclosing a box containing $600, ington to forward at once a duly authentlcatr tion of constitutional provisionsfull effect be
A Mr. Maplkson, who is one of a large
which the robbers took and decamped.There ed copy of tho above record. The proofs, It given to the intent with which they were I discoveredthat therp was an opening
party of hunters encamped along the Detroit,
Is tiO dew to their Identity. Olsan will prob- Is supposed, are wanted in England In th« adopted. The power conferred by the Thir- under the tongue, through which the
Mackinac and Marquetterailway,near Marably
trial of Patrick O’Donnell, the slayer ol teenth amendment does not rest upon Impli- young snakes entered the cavity in
James Carey, at Cape Town, Africa. O’Don- cation or inference, and the power to enforce which they were found, and that that quette, has well earned tho title of chamnell was a resident <frf Ironton, and has rela- it by appropriate legislation was expressly
pion sportsman. When about three miles
A VICTORY FOR WOMEN.
tives here; besides,many people live here granted. Congress,therefore, may enact laws cavity was seperate and distinct from
from his camp bo came upon two old bears
the
stomach
where
the
guinea
eggs
were
to
protect
the
colored
people
against
deprivawho remember him.
tion on account of their race of any civil found. I took two smooth sticks, I ran and a cub. His first thought was to retreat,
They Secure the lUght to Vote In Anothei
rights enjoyed by other freemen, and such
Territory.
one down the throat from above the but, recovering bis nerve, bo advanced a few
A DANCE OF DEATH.
legislation may bo of a direct and primary
paces and fired two shots, bringing down
[Portland (Oregon) Dispatch.]
character,operating upon States, their longue and the other through the openThe bill striking out tho word “male'’from A North Carolina Marriage Festival End* officersand agents,and upon those wielding ing under the tongue. Both came out, mother and cub. Upon seeing this,' the rein a Double Murder.
power under the State. The National Legis-' but through separateand distinct pass- maining bruin made a hasty retreat, und was
All the election laws patsed the councilof the
lature may, without transcending the Unfits
[Dlspatfchfrom Newbcrne, N. C.l
WashingtonTerritory Legislature,in session
ages. Hence I say snakes do not swal- lost in toe Jungle. The same gentleman
of the constitution, do for human liberty and
At
a
wedding
at
Currituck,
Hyde
county,
ac Olympia, to-day, by a vote of 7 to 5. It
tho fundamental rights of American citizen- low their young, but something like the went out the same night and shot two flno
N. C., a fatal fight occurred.Charles Credle, ship what It did with tho sanction of the Su- opossum or kangaroo have a sack or
iwissed tho House severalweeks ago by 15 to
buck doer.
was being married tc premo court for the protection of slavery pocket for them, which is entered
7. Gov. Newell has expressed his intention a j-oung cotton-planter,
Society item from the Hudson Pott: Two
to sign the bill, and there is no doubt it will Miss Ella Creble, a lovely belle of that section. and tho rights of masters of fugitive slaves.
become law in regular time— sixty days. Tho Tho house was richly decorated In honor ol In every material sense applicable to the through the month and under the young people on the East Bide were talking
practical enforcement of the Four- tongue. Some one may want ' to know about trade, when the young gentleman
•first opportunity the women wilfhave to vote the occasion,and crowds of guests were pres-will be at the general election next Novement The ceremonytook place at 8 o’clock, teenth amendment railroad corpora- what was done with the guinea eggs. asked the young lady what her businesswas*
ber. An enthusiasticmeeting of women suf- after which the company sat down toasuperli tions, keepers of Inns, and man- [ answer, I put them back in the nest,
She said she had none. He replied that he
fragists is in eoMion to-night, Mrs. Abigail banquet Champagne flowed like water, and agers of places of amusement are agents of
«cott Duniway, the recognized leader in tho some of the young men partook too liberally, tho State, because amenable to public regu- and in about a wdek twelve young thought she was in the powder business, as
•equal rights movement, being tho central and a quarrel arose as to whether tb« lation and the denial, by those Instrumentali- guinea chicks were hatched from them. she appeared to carry a full line. “Well,”
figure.
german or cotillion should be danced aftei ties of tho State to a citizen, becauso of his —Correapondeme American Field.
replied she, “as you seem to be shot in the
supper. Hot language ensued and a general race, of that equalityof civil rights secured
to
him
by
law
is a deulal by tho State and the
neck, perhaps we had better form a coparf
followed, the Infuriated young men payWhat a Soldier Told Me.
LAKE REGION LIGHT-HOUSES. tight
supreme law of the land which has decreed
nershlp."The thought was a happy one, toe
ing no heed to the shrieks of the young
General Sheridan was more apt to
ladles. Revolverswere drawn and shot* that no authority shall be exercised In this
Country upon the basis of discriminationin be seen in a blouse coat, slouch hat. arrangements were made on the spot, and the
[Washington Telegram.]
tired,and for a short time tho scene was I
probabilitiesare that Elder Shier will be
respect to civil rights againstfreemen and
terrible
one.
Charles
Ballanco,
the
groom’i
Tho report of the Light-house board sayf
and with qne or both pant logs in his
citizens
because
of
their
race,
color
or
precalled on shortly to draw up the partnership
the Eleventh Llghtrhousedistrict(uppei best man, was killed,and Thomas 8. Edan, vious condition of servitude. Tho assump- boots than in full dress uniform.
another of tho groomsmen, was mortal!)
papers and send a copy to the County Clerk,
One time when on a march in thf.
lake region)contains 117 separate light sta- wounded. The sight of the dead man tion that tho General Governmentcan not, in
after which, there being both powder and
advance
of
hostile
State
laws
or
hostile
State
Shenandoah valley, General Sheridan,
tions and embraces 2,500 statute miles of lake brought the revelers to their senses. Th«
proceedings,actively interferefor the proshot In the family, the public may look out
coast. Tho district has become so largo tbal fighting closed and every efort was made tc tectionof any rights, privileges, and immu- dressed’asabove described, was riding
save the life of the wounded young man. Nc
for war.
along
ont
of
line,
in
a
careless,
stragit has become unwieldy. No Inspector can
physicianwis nearer than twenty-fivemiles, Jiities secured by the Fourteenth amendment
A German paper explainsthe origin of the
gling way, when a young Lieutenant
perform his other duties and visit each of It* and several of the participantsin the affraj is not authorized by its language.
117 light stations once each throe monthsj tv* at once started for him. Tho newly-marrle0
rode briskly np and punching him in name Kalamazoo by declaring that the first
required by the regulations for tho inspec- couple sat up up all night by the wounded
the side with a sword, told him to “get settler In the place was a German; that ho
BR1EFLETS.
tion of tho lights and tho payment of the man’s bedside. Tho dead body of Ballano*
had a son named Karl; that he kept a safcon,
into line and keep there."
keepers, as the stations arc too numerous was laid out In the parlor until tho Coronal
Ten counties in Tennessee have no newsThe evening the lieutenant was called which he closed, lawfully,every night at 9
and too far apart. The completion of the could Investigatethe matter.
papers.
NorthernPacific railroad has given a stlmuto the general’s headquarters,and when o'clock, his injunctionto his son being regulus to tho navigation of the upper lakes,
Momeska boasts the- finest corsets on the he learned it was General Sheridan larly made at that hour
UVU1 1U
in these words:
GLEANINGS.
And it/ is evident that as the commerce of
American stage,, __
that he had bo imperiously, but inpo- wKari machtzul” The Indians took note of
the upper lakes increases additional
One of the New Haven Malley boys wants
. At
1 _ _
...... ... •
Ti Iowa baa $7,000,000 in her savings banks.
lights and more buoys will bo required. It is
cently ordered into line, he began to these words, and didn't like them, as they
to go on Hie stage.
therefore recommended that the Light-house
Egos are $1.50 per dozen in some parts ol
...
shut off the supply of whisky. like All Baba
Judah P. Benjamin expects to return to humbly apologize.
dlstflot which embraces the npper lakes be
.
“You do not need to apologize,”said in the “Forty Thieves," they tried to get the
America
to
reside.
-divided ; that the portion which embraces
Ex-Sznatoh Fbrrt, of Michigan, will ro
0pen sesame of
or toe
tae place. The
Tne nearest they
cney
Miss Rmilt Faith bull says that this Is the General, kindly, “for you did open
Lake Michigan and Green Bay be set off and
her last visit to America.
called tho Seventeenth OTiMitmse district; main abroad another year. — - nothing Irak you* duty;,*•
oouM
oquld come to it
it was “Ka’lama’zy,"
“Ka’lama’iy,”and
/ A hen farm, stocked with over 1,000 fowliy ‘i. jack Johnson,at Sabine Pass, Tex., killed
with bMdqnirfrrt Si Mfirautafc, a*d
Doubtless this incident made theF^-^,.
thAV spoke
anoka of
of toe location
of toe
the
wheneverthey
location of
the portion .w hfcb ombrhees Lake Huron and is to be startedin ThomibrillvGp.
fifty teal ducks at one-shot.
Lieutenant -very wary in the hitu»e re- ento/piclsihg German’ssaloon they always reLake Superior be set off. retaining the old
Bets- are bring made in Atlanta that the garding whom he ordered into line; and
'name, with headq^artere at Detroit. TJ»e in'torrod to it and 'him as “Old Ka'lama'zu.”Id
cotton crop will not be over 6,000,000 bales.
crease ftt tho aids to navigationover the numpossibly the General was more oafeful
to
wWstle
white
ThEt
do not allow a
due time the neme *ith the modem nmUln*,
' A farmer of Suannee county, Fla., has
ber in 1852, when the districtwas constituted,
of his toilet and his manner of riding
market in St
going through the
— - came as a matter of oour— .
gathered two crops of peaches from his trees
and the prospooUveincrease in the near fu.
Louis.
his horse.— 22*.
this year.
•lure makes tho division quite

A BUCKEYE.

[Denver (Colo.) Telegram.]
At Petersburg Grove, seven miles from this
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HOLLAND CITY NEWS.
WILLIAM

H.

ROGERS,

Saiurday, November

Editor.

1883.

24,

Subjects: Morning, “The preciousdwel.
lings of God’s elect in the present time.’
Afternoon,’’The death of the Christian
an entrance into eternal life.” Thursday
morning 0.30 and evening 7:80, both times
preaching.
Holland Christian Ref. Church— Rev.

THE LIFE SAVING SERVICE.

J. A. De Bruyn, Pastor. Services at 9:30
a. m., 2 and 7:30 p. m.

Id the light of what the Ufa saving ser-

gales at

EIGHTH STREET,
Opposite Van Raalte'a shoe store, will furnish you with any
the Hue of

PLANING MILL! JDruig-s
MATCHING,

Methodist Episcopal Church— Rev. T. T.

done and is now doing in the George, Pastor. Services at 10 ;80 a. m„
all points on the lakes, the views aud 7:30 p.m. Sunday school at 12 m.

and

DONE ON SHORT NOTICE.

Prayer meeting, Thursday evening at 7:30.
Subjects: Morning, “Ask for the Old DRESSING BY CAN LOAD A SPECIALTY.
JSventnjj Newt reporter in Detroit regard- Paths.” Evening, “Fighting his way up"
ing its efficiency, we think will be in- — or_“How the voung man David reached Drassed Lumber Always on Hand.
teresting to oar readers. The senator the Throne.” All the seats are free.
Orb tj Ttliphou Pronptlj Atltatod to,
said: “I spent four or five weeks last
Rake 120 for Christmas.
snmmer in visiting the life saving stations
Mill opposite freight depot, HoiThe publishers of Ruttedge'tMonthly ofand most of the harbors in Michigan
land, Mich.
fer twelve valuable rewards In their
where improvements are asked for, taking
J. R. KLBYN.
Holland, Mich., Nor. 22, 188S.
Monthly for December, among which is
42-tr.
in the south shore of Lake Superior, the

Michigan. I

shore of Lake

two of the

visited all but

life saving stations,and as-

the following:

We

will give $20.00 to

ing us

how many

the person

tell-

verses there are con-

taining but three words each in the Old
sisted in selecting the locations for seven
Testament Scriptures by December 10th,
more. I found them all well fltted with 1883. Should two or more correct
life boats, surf-boats,and all rigging and answers be received, the reward will be
divided. The money will be forwarded
material for relieving vessels in distress or
to the winner December 15th, 1883. Perfor communicating with wrecked vessels
sons trying for the reward must seud 2ft
near shore by means of the breeches buoy cents in silver (no postage stamps taken)
and the lile saving car, and saving the with their answer, for which they will re-

of passengers and crews.* 1 found ceive the Christmas Monthly, in which
ihe name and address of the winner of the
that without exception the crews were reward and the -correct answer will be

composed of young and vigorous men, published, and iu which seveial more
mostly fishermen and accustomed to coast valuable rewards will be offered. Adservice. In their drill they certainly dress Rutledge Publishing Company,
Easton, Pa.

their lives or were crippled they would
leave their dear ones at
for,

home unprovided

and that Uncle Sam, in whose service

they were,
sist them.

would
But a

not take care of or asbill

was passed at

the

surfman being disabled

in the

discharge of his duty, his pay should he
if he

no doubt this provisionstimulates these

men

been done,

even

than the hope of

Oct. 10th,

the diseases of the human race. These
symptoms indicate their existence Loss of
Appetite,Bowels costive, Siek lleadache, fullness after eating, aversion to
exertion of body or mind, Eructation
ot'looilf Irritability of temper, JLow
if haring neglected
‘ “
som**^ ^ ieellntf of

for

all

at

the

CLOTH (NO STORE

DIAMONDS,

of

Silvemn, Platedm, md Fancy Hoods.

J.

‘

I

Heart, I>°ts before the eyes, hi chi

y

W. BOSMAN. Gold and

On accountof the poor crops tide venr

col*

The greatest medical wonder of the
world. Warranted to speedily cure Burns,
Bruises. Cuts, Ulcers, Salt Rheum, Fever

(MUG

III

1

IJI

at

The largestaaaortmunt of

r> I A. 3VI

greatly

1

REDOCED PRICES!
wm.

IPctV Cctsli.

SPECTACLES
—and a—

FULL LINE OF GOLD PENS.

TIE TIME FOR GOOD BARGAINS.

IS

mrs

BOSMAN,

W.

J.
Hot.

land, Mini., Oct.

10,

188a#

36-3m.

AGENTS

Goods are warranted
represented.

to be just as

Cmue and examine our stock. No
trouble to show Good*.

G.

J Far

52' llmdcnils

$ ruths.

From
That

Invested

$3.

it*

HARDWARE!

,

;

i

j

,

I

Second. A* a literaryJournal it stand* without
» peer among Ihe weekly pres*. During the past
year it ha* publishedarticle* and p..ein* hy more
than three hundred of the mo.-t talented writers in
thi* country and Europe.
Among them Amelia A. Barr. Mary Cl'-miner,

not and dould not be understood by those
the code had been used

parties, assistancecould and

would have been rendered without delay.

Rose Terry Cooke. Kate Foote, Dora Rend Goodale. Rev. W. K. Griffl*. ‘'Grace Geenwood."
Thomas Hill. D l>., William 1). Howell*. "H H.,
Sidney Lanier, Rose HawthorneLathrop, Louise
idi **
Chandler
Muntton. Jouquin Milh-r.R. A. Oakes,
Mrs. H. M. B. Platt. Josephine Pollard, Richard
Henry Stoddard. Edmnim Clarence Nteriman. Mr*.
Laont Thomps-m. J. . Trowbridge, Celia Thixter,
John flret-nleaf Whittier. Sarah C. Woolsey,Hitsau
K. Wallace, »t’m. C. Ward aud Piof. CLailes A.
Young.
T/ie iHcltpendentwill, within tho next few months,
publish stories by Wm. D. ituwells. author o1’
•‘Their Wedding Journey,"“A Mwlern Instance,"
etc.; W. R. Norris, author ol “Matrimony," "No
New Thing," etc.; P. Mahon Crawford, author of
“Mr. Isaacs." “Dr. Claudius." etc.; J.b. of Dale,
author of “Guerndale"; Edward Everett Hale,
author of ‘ Ten Times One i* Ten." etc.; Jultn

a

great success, and 1 think it has already

•

lias cost, to sny noth-

ing of the great number of lives.”

..........
I

West Olive Items.
Mr. David Lick sad family intend to

move

into

the honae formerly occupied by Mr. Doane.

Twix daughtersmade their appearance at the
home of Mr. sod Mrs. J. Snol last Monday night.
MisaJoflXTTA Gorki was much pleasedlast
Wednesday with a present of an organ from her

Hchsyer. author of “Tiger Lily, aud Other Ftorle*,''
Rebecca Harding Davis, Sarah Orne Jewett. Fred.
D. Story. Kate Up-on Clarke, etc., etc. Il Is uso
negotiating with other distinguished story-writer*
of England and America. wh<>$ name* it does nor
as yet feel at liberty to make public
In civil and political affnlra/As Independent contend* for *onud Ideas and principle*. It believe*
tn the reform of the civil service and tariff, in the
porifleatiooof politica,and maintainsthose principle# which the highestethics and best intelligence require.
The Independent has 22 distinct depsrtments,92
pages ia
la all.

father and mother.

Ora singing class met

last

Tuesday evening for

the purpose of rehearsing for a concert which is to
be given

shortly.

Tlx water unk

of

i

the Chicagoand West Mich-

igan B'y, at this station,which has recently been
bnilt, is

- Mb.

now nearly completed.

R. Bacon is not in bis place atoor stor<* as

nanal on account of lllneas.
~1’

We hope

to see him

back in a few daya.

Mm. Wi. Doane sold all bla household goods and
farm ^xpjeme&ts last week At auction. He Intends to start with his family for Kansas next
Monday where he will reside for the feture. Mr.
Doane has been a resident of this town for a num*
her of yean, and we are all very sorry to see him
leaye this

locality.

Au Rxvon.

Church Itema 'With tha Serriow for

.

’

-First Reformed Church, Rev. N. M.
Service* at 9:3ft u. in.,
•ud2p.m. Sunday School 8:30. Weekly
prayer meeting with the Third Reform! d
Church, on Thuradav, at 7:30. aud Bible
Exposition on Wednesday 7:30 p. m
Subjects: Morning. God’s Love relented
in chastizing of HU people.” Afternoon,
“The Divine Institution of the Lord’s
Supper.” Next Wednesday no Bible lec-

TERMS TO SUBSCRIBERS.
One sntMcrlptiou one year ................*300
Por 0 mouths, |1.60; for 8 months ..........0 ?fi
One subscription two years ..............3 00
One aubrtription five yeara ................. 10 00

“TRIAL TRIP.”
We offer a mount's subscription, as a "Trial
Trip." for 30 cents, which can be remitted by post
Are now doing buMnec* st the old stsnd. opposite age stamp*. Payment of $2 70 In additionwl.I
secure the bahuce of a veir * subscript! in.
the post office.
Send pot'ol card for fret »/*Wrns« copy and judo*
*
A>r *Qur»elf. Addrttt
Successors to W. C.

Wc

MBL1S.

have a large and very line SMortmeut of

fitett'eus,Pastor.

PaeIok Coal

Hope Re’ormcd

t

THE INDEPENDENT,
2fil

loves.

and

Office Stoves,

Rev. Father Wilds’

dry noons

EXPERIENCE.

consisting

Tin* Rev. Z. 1*. Wilds, well-known cit”
lulsaiouary In New York, and brother
of the late eminent Judge Wilds, of the
MasHorhuaetts Supreme Court, write*
a* follows:

Flannels, and

Table Linen

0. J.

VXN

Broadway, New York.
DCKKN,

W. VAX DKM VKKUK.

ly, that I could scarcelybear any clothing
over them. I was also a sufferer from a

severe catarrh and catarrhal cough; my
appetitewas poor, and my system a good
deal run down. Knowing the value of
Aybr’s Sarsaparilla,by observationof
many other cases, and from personal use
in formed years, I began taking it for the
above-nameddisorders. My appetite Improved almost from the first dose. After
a short time the fever and itching were
allayed, and all signs of irritatWof the
skin disappeared. My ci
were also eared by the same means, and
my general health greatlyImproved, nutil
It fan now excellent.I feel a nundred per
cent stronger, and I attribute these results
to the use of the Sarsaparilla,which
I recommend with all confidenceas the
best blood medicine ever devised. I took
it in small does* three times a dav, aud
nsed. In all, less than two bottles.1 place
these facts at your service, hoping thetr
publication may 'do good.
eetfully.
Yours reapeatfully,
Z. P. Wilds/
The above Inatanoe

COPPER, TIN,

A

full and

tomplcte stock of

AND

IRONWARE.

Ayer’s Sarsaparilla
cleanses, enriches, and strengthens the blood,

stimulatestine action of the stomach and
bowels, and thereby enable* the system to
resist and overcome the attacks of all ScrofuUmt Diteaeet, Eruption!of the Skin, She*
matiem, Catarrh,General Debility, and all
disordersresalting from poorer corrupted
blood aud a low state of the system.

prepared by
Dr. J. C.

Ayer&Co., Lowell,

Man.

Bold by all Druggists ;^p rice |1, six bottles

PAINTS, OILS,

WHITE LEAD,
ND.

lilmir

Gcals'

dispose of at reasonable prices.

-‘—Our stock of-1-

Ladies’
i*

and lias’

fiasieii,

of the finest quality; we al*« have Gents'
Hose of nil kind*.

-A

German

full

line of-'

Knitting Yarns.
A fre*h stopk or

G-rooer

es

i

always on hand.

G.

VAN PUTTEN & SONS

Holland. Mich.,

bept. 20. 1883.

AYER’S

Ague Cure
contains an antidote for all malarial dtoeeders which, so far as known, Is need In no other
remedy. It contain! no Quinine, nor any mineral
uor deleterious substancewhatever, and eoaseauently produce* no injurious effect npoe the con-

sneak.

stitution,but leeves the system as healthy as

was before the

T

WE WARRANT AYEB’S AGUE CURE

u
te

sure every case of Fever and Ague, Intermittent

er Chill Fever, Remittent Fever, Dumb Ague,
Bilious Fever, and Liver Complaint caused by
malaria. In ease of failure,after doe trial, dealers are authorised, by our circular dated July
fet, 1882, to refund the money.

Dr.

AYER’S

J.

C. Ayer

A

Co., Lowell, Mate.

Sold by aQ Druggists.

CATHARTIC

p PILLS. |
Best Purgative Medicine
sore CoDstlpeti^lnffi^^on^Headaehe, ami

Dissolution Notice.
—

-—
—
— —
^ w V
The co partni'.rahlp
heivtofitreexisting betweea
William0. Mt-ll* «nu John D« Boer hn* thi* day
hiwu dissolved by tnntnul consent. 1 he luisinets
will bo hereafter conducted hr John De Boer.
Milled October Ifi.
)

1883.
WM.

C.

MKM9,

Meat Market, 1883. FALL AND WINTER; 1884.

VAN DUREN SCO., Prop's

TVrTT

BONNETS. HATS* FEATHERS.

Intend to keep onr market supplied with the

-

-

1-::

-

-

.TTCTTriTP/y

POVJPONR, BIRDS’ WINGS, ORNAMENTS. LACES, NECK-

WEAR, VELVET. SATIN, MOURNING
GOODS. CRAPE.

best and cliolcest.nteats
that ran be procured.
—
—
—
—
:

- -

.T

OAKINGS AND FANCY GOODS,

Having latelyre opened the “City Meat Market'
In the First Ward, wc kindly Invite the eitixeiis

We

f

•

ol this city to gfye us a “call."

D.

- -

1

-

GLASS, ETC.. ETC., ETC.
Wc make

Clw'kiiuf.^FurTrimming, Circulars, Ulster*, Dulmaoi, Jackets.
IuIhiiim' Cloaks and Clolbtog h Specixlty.

GIVE US A CALL.

—

First Church, Rev. E. Boa, Pastor
Services it 9:80 •.jC and 2 p. ra. Sunday school at 8:45. Prayer meeting at
7:80. Wednesday evening, explication of
Ibe Bible, ai 7:80. Subjects: Morning,

will

many

the perfectadaptability of Atkr'b Sarsaparilla to the core of oil disease* arising
from impure or impoverished blood, and a
weakened vitality.

—

chorus choir. Opening anthems at morn
ing and evening services All are wel

m.

which we

J DK BOER.

City

the latest and beet riunign*.

FARMING IMPLEMENTS

Brock, Pastor. Servicec it 9:89, x.
and 2 p.
Sunday School at 3:45.
Prayer meeting, Thursday evening at 7:30,
Subjects: Morning, “The Significance of
Baptism.” Afternoon, “Affliction worklag Glory.”

but one of the

Lais’ and

constantly coming to our notice,which prove

Cliurch— Services at

Third Reformed Church— Rev.

ia

A large a**ortmrnt of

Cooking Stoves

10:80 a. m., aud 7:30 p. m. Preaching by
the Pastor. Rev. Thomas Walker Jones.
Subjects: Morning, “The Gospel sword.”
Evening, “The bruised reed and smoking
flax.” Congregationalsinging led by the

corns.

St.,

uncomfortableitching humor affecting
more especially my limbs, which itched so
intolerably at night, and burned so intense-

of—*—

Dress Goods,

AV«r York, May 16, 1862.
Mjcsarm. >Jj C. Ayer & Co., Gentlemen :
Last winter 1 was troubled with a most
“78 A. Mth

ftold everywhere. Always reliable.

of

ture.

48-lv

FALL AND WINTER,

'

it

1882.

Van Patten & Sons,

,

saved more than

1.

Have opened a completeline of

imme-

But, altogether, the service has been

BREYMAN.

O.
Holland. Mich , Jan.

Walsh.

$rur M’rrtiscmcnts.

by both

RINGS

N 3D

also keep on hand a large assortment of

All the

NOW

O

v

ever displayed In this City.

giving an extra discount to all

Glossy Black by a single ap.
plicationof this DTK. Sold by Druggists,
or sent by express on receipt of $1.
Office,44 Murray Street, New York.
MANUAL OF USEFUL RECEIPTS FIEL

At East Sdugatuck. on Sunday. Nov. 19th. of con-

if

Rea-

sonable Prices.

I will eell

•tantly to a

Enckien’s Arnica Salve.

Silver Watches at

CONSTIPATION?and de-

what any one will receive who will mb
sumption. ANNIE K.. wifeof E. DE SPELDER,
“AH those stations are provided with
rcrlbe for The Indtpenlent, of New York.
M. 1).. at the age of 25 yean*.
It occiipici* two di-Ida. Find, a-* a religiom*jourthe internationalcode of signals, by which
and broader than nuv
At East Saugatnck.on Thursday.Not. 22. 189:1,of nal it i» midcnominaiional
aect. It* aim is to strenethenand extend Kvanintelligentcommunicationcan be maincongestionof the brain, ELLEN 9., wife of
gelicalreligionand to defend it against the attack*
tained with vesselsas far as the eye, aided
THOM Ah McM ASTER, at the age of 39 years. ol Materialism, Atheism and unbelief.It I* free
to approve or crlttclz>- In any of the denomination*
by telescopes,cun reach. But the vessels
what ever it believe* I* designed to advance or
hinder the progref* of the Go*pel of Chrl*t.
generally are not provided with the sigAmong it* religion* writer* are Leonard W.
nals and do not understand the code,
Bacon I). D.. S C. Bartlett. I). D . Brest John
Ba*com.
Bishop Tho-*. M. (’lark. Rev. Jo-*. Cook.
whiclys very simple. Many losses of life
Bishop A. C. Uoxe, Geo. R. Crook*. D. D.. Howard
Cro*by. D.D.. Theo. L. Cnyler. D.l) . Rev. Sumitel
•nd property would undoubtedly have
Dike, Geo. t*. Fisher. D.D., Prof. Norman Fox.
been prevented by a knowledge and use
Washington Gladden, D.D., Bishop P. 1). Huntington. Bi*hop J. F. Hurst. E. D. Morris. D. D..l,ro*i.
of the code. It has come to my notice In
Noah Porter. Francis L. Patton. D. I)., Philip
several cases where signals of distress
Bchsff, I) D.. K. S. Slum*. D.D.. Wm. M. Taylor.
D-D., Wm. C. Wilkinson. D.D.. Brest. T. D. Woolhave been made by vessels,winch were

on shore, when,

16-ly.

Otto Breyman

GOOD NEWS!

„

mirt is?

Her Husband and Parents.

endeavor than anything which could have
diate reward.”

KRE3IERS A BANOS.

Holland. Mich.,

asBata.attflSfc

the many friends who so kindly assisted us during the sickness and after the
decease of Mrs. E. De Spelder sincere
thanks are hereby expressed bv

greater boldness and more heroic

to

and are agents fur the Sherwin Williams Prepared Paints.

Jewelry, Watches,

TORPID BOWELS,
DISORDERED LIVER,
and MALARIA.
From them sources arise three-fourthsol

wanted for The Lives of all the
Prct-idents of the U. 9. The
argest, lihndsomt-at beet book
died his widow or children should receive Sores, Cancers. Piles.* Chilblains, Corns,
ever sold for Ichh than twice our
Tetter, Chapped Hands, and all skin erupprice. The fasleatselling book in America, tinhis pay for the same period. This seemed
tions, guaranteedto cure in every instance, nienee proflm to agents. All Intelligent people
to give them all great satisfaction,
and to or money refunded. 35 cents per box. A want It. Any one can become a ucceaefu! agent.
lend them a feeling of security,and I have positive cure for piles. For sale by H. Terms free. Hallet Hook Co.. Portland, Malm-.

continuedfor one or two years, and

.1883.

BRUSHES, PAINTS. OILS. AND VARNISHES.

-Dealer in-

cause no nausea or griping nor Interfere
with daily work and are a perfect

To

of keepers and crews and providing that
in case of a

u trial.

CARD OF THANKS.

A

pay

last session of congress increasing the

it

the State.

Wve also carry a full stock of

PILLS

ored trine,

Every invalid should give

in

Bring your Physician'aPrescriptionsto us if you wish to haye them prepared
promptly and carefully and at moderate prices.

TUTTS

showed remarkable proficiency in handid an a the use of a remedy that acts directly
ling the boats and apparatus. Most of
Ayku’s Sarsaparilla works directly and on the Liver, AsaLlvermedicineTUTT’S
PILLS have no equaL Their action on the
these men are animated by a heroic spirit promptly,to purify and enrich the blood,
Kidneys and Skin Is also prompt ; removing
improve the appetite, strengthen the all impurities through these three “scavin their efforts to save life, but heretofore
engers of the system, ** producing appenerves, and brace up the system It Is in
they have realized when starting on a the truest sense an alterative medicine. tite, sound digestion, regularstools.a clear
skin oud a vigorous body. TUTT'S PILLS
lost

wish

:

lives

venturesomeundertakingthat if they

may

Hgeciioines

Low Prices as any Dealer in

RE-SAWING

a Detroit

west shore of Lake Huron and the east

and

you

article

DRESSING.

vice has

of Senator Conger, expressedto

BAlSraS,

IKIE/EIMIIEiRS &

KEYSTONE

Zephyr, Hoods, Worsted.
We promiseprompt tad gentleman r treatment Sad ean aasare our patrons lhattfthe Laid par
and good bargains, to all who trade with as.
•based *f u*. Is perfectly pur* axd of fixe qsellty.
G.J.YAN DURKN A OO.
VAN OORT, WITVLIIT,
* BBIUWKB8.
r, A
Holland, Mich., Nov. 2(. 1888.
Heuao. Mich.. Feb. 1».
• *-

Ton.

Canvas, Zto.

I

im.

BY

IE

XT K

VAN DEN BERGE,

BTBBBT

XOZ*Z.JhXZ) ItfXO
*

Have you
Turkey?

JOTTINGS.
Thakkboiyiwq next Thar8day;

A wedding

selected

your Thanksgiving

Our merchants should prepare

early for

will occur near this city their holiday advertising.

next Thursday evening.

Prof. Hummer who has been
Don’t

A little con was born
H. Boone

III

High School Fair past two weeks is, we are happy
on next Friday afternoon and evening.
slowly recovering.
fail to rislt the

B

last

d»y-

to state

A ThanksgivingParty

/ Lamoreaux Hall, in

The

Mr. E. A. Stowe, editor of the Michi-

_

was

Tuesday morning and

last

Wednesday and made

us

a pleasant call.

schooner Joses arrived in this har-

bor last

town

in

for the winter.

-for

in about three

Mr. L.

The

at

Bill, $1.50.

schooner Presto, owned by Capt.

and John

Richards, of

A few of our

Mulder, proprietor and

on

Yon

for

occupancy

this falh

pulj.

_

have

it

Haven, went on the beach last week Fri-

e Shoes, Boots,

^pairing neatly and
done.

Thomas Walker Jones. Special music by

book entirely freed from “delinquents.”

the choir.

m. The

.

Steffens.

last

Ann

Thursday where he had been

to

few weeks ago went on the bar while endeavoring to make the harbor at Sauga- consult physicians ut the State Medical
tuck, was towed into this port last Tues- School, a§ to his case of paralysis. Heroday by the tug City of Holland and is Port8 lhal lhey

6fly he

w,u be

The
is

NO.

best record in the hunting line that

is thatJof> party

E.IIEROLD.

to give it a

fair is given,

most generous and

liberal

week Thursand Saturday. There were
hunters in the party and the "big

leVing Machines,

ly, Friday,

a11 righl in a

now preparedto do planing, matching, thinks ought

I

is

!

and

sup- of

sawing aud

re

will

wish that our friends, who desire

make

planing lumber in transit.

tend to

all

a specially

He

will

orders by telephone. Give

him

a call.

to

be stopped. For

purpose he desires to form

a

Last Sunday the

lu

was lying at the north pier

[heeler& Wilson, Singer,

that in this city and her death is

railroadsof the

country adopted the new standard time

14,

1888.

\ag of all Sewing Machines and the best in
world.

Weber, Fischer, Decker & Son,

into four

mourned by

a

tain from the 105th meridian, nearly Om-

at

our harbor,

age.

Pease,

ijghtJjnninr

Kranuach & Bach,

aisle after the services have

I

begun, i'give

Estey, Chase,
Tailor & Farlow,

OR.GriA.3Nr JS
Plcmte call, examine goods, and ascertain prices

and terms before purchasingelsewhere.

UBO.T.MoULURB,

17-ly

Cor. of Eleventhand Kivnr streets,

R.

a “Fair,”

for the purpose of raising

8.d

DEALERS

—

•SEWING MACHINE C0<
30 UNION SQUARE.NEW YORK

HARDWARE

Marion Doesburg, chorister,and first done for some lime. Judging from retenor; Miss Mary Alcott, first soprano; marks that have t>een made by members
of the

uew committee,we should say that

Darius Gilmore, first bass. During the this question of a location for, our water
service the entire audience will be led in supply, will be settled, as far as they are
full choir concerned, immediately.This is as it
Every person will be expectedto Join iy should ho aud we hope soon to see the arthe hymns. At the^ owning of each s3r rangements all completed so that the work

congregationalsinging by tbe

or

CHICAGO.ILL.-

Meyers, Brouwer

&

Co.

DEALERS IN

FURNITURE

*

OOFFIHS

HOLLAND, MICH.

FOR

Few

1888.

the chance

is

It bears the old reliablesame, but is

for

Farmers.

ENTIRELY NEW

to this

J.

ETC.

]

call the Altention of all to the

putting in a system of water works as soon

importance

«E

STOVES,

Asad case of accidentalshooting
curred here last Wednesday afternoon,
sist of about twenty members with Mias city, the discharge of the old committee suiting in )be death of John Wyngaarden,1
Rika Boone as organist. Of the vocalists and the appointment of a new one, is one a young man of this locality.He was out
hunting, and being alone at the time the
the following are the leading voices: Mr. of the most sensible acts our Council has accident befel him, the exact circum-

Miss Helen Pfanstlehl, first alto; and Mr.

IN

T

Hpeldcr,

as possible is of great

SONS.

p!

used to pay the mortgage on the schooner

reached this city lhal Mrs. E. De
and re“dcr one of tl,elr
Mrs. Strech. widow of Capt. Strech, comnee Miss Anuie Erik, of East Saugatuck,ffr"‘!,ran,sInetrumccUl music. Thcob- mander of the Andy.
—
had died that taotning, Mrs. Dc SpeldeH jecl ,or *1,lch lhia falr is *ivon ia a wurZeeland
Items.
thy one and deserves the support of every
was Hie wile of Dr. E. Dc Spelder.Aud a
citizenwho feels an interest in our schools.
A few days ago Cornelius,son of Mr.
very estimable lady. They were raatrled
Tbe admission is free. Let everyone at- John De Jong, our harness maker, bad his
only last July and staffed their imirney
elbow dlrlocated while coasting. Dr.
tend.
through life with very bright aira hhppy
McK Best was called and reports that the
boy is getting along nicely.
prospects. The funeral senriWwere held
At the last session of the Common
in the Third Reformed Chureh on last
Mr. J. De Pree, eur livery man
Council the Committee on Water Site
{Klein Janije) has been carrying bis arm
Wednesday afternoon, bcinraonducted by
were discharged aud a new committee, in a sling for a few days. He got It
Revs. Broek and Jones nr this city, and
with the same object, was appointed by bruised bv failing fiom a load of hay.
Rev. H. Ulterwljk of Gnrad RapqJs. The
tbe Mayor. Inasmuch as the old com- No bones broken.
*#
faoeral was attended by • large number of
mittee could not agree upon the duties
friends and relatives of the deceased.
they were to perform, aud as the matter of
Vriesland Items.
being reorganised. It will con-

Holland Mich

RANTERS &

-

avoided.
avoided.

The Chorus Choir of Hope Reformer

-And the-*

railroad time differ from the local

'

Driver, $100 be paid to Patrick • Henry
and leaving thechurcb before the services nioney to enlarge the school library,in
Daley, and tbe remainder equally divided
close, interrup^theworbip and should if Lyceum Hall. Hot coffee, cake, and
among the entire crew of the schooner.
D088il)]6
fiinpv articles
urtipUiQ u’lll
I/* In
r%
possible be
be
^ I| fancy
will Iia
be r»fTV*rml
offered for oo
sale.
Of the sum raised $238 came from MuskeU.T Sunday sfle^oonTbe
iMo Class will be gon. A fund has also been started for

Our popular wagon manufacturer
design snd operation. We request the

stances attending bis death are unknown,
it is thought that while attemptingto step
from a fallen tree trunk to an adjoining
stump be missed his tooting, and, the
gun being cocked, dischargedits contents
into his chest killing him instantly.Herman Karsten who shortly after discovered
his corpse, notifiedthe neighborsand they
then took the body home. The unfortunate young man was but 20 years of aje

public to call and examine

and

,

be convinced.

J, Flieman
Offershis superior made wagons Just as cheap as
anybody aelt them In Zeeland, and clatma that
they are a

“NEW

'he

IDEAL”

sacred melody of putting in the system can he com-

Better wagon in everyway,
and will mot

fee

undersold by amjomo.

choli. Next Sah- menced early next spring.

will be rendered b

e

bath the reorgani

hoir will begin their

work.

Last Friday afternoon a

little seve

year old son of Mr. Jus. L. Fairbanks,of
Fillmore, was very badly Injured. On his

Hudsonvllle Items.
The barge Milwaukee is still lying here
in our harbor. Ou Tuesday the crew

Boats:—
iter,

were "paid off” and they, or some of them,

la.

proceededto get "gloriously druuk." At

it

bout half past six two of them*James

father's farm is a horse power feed mill
alloy and William Bergin, knocked
which was running at the time of the ac- d wn John Horn, one of their cotnpancidonj. The little fellow ip stepping over io s, and robbed him of some $17 in

rod of the apparatus, got m ney. Marshal Vaupell was immediatehis clothes caught and was whirled round ly notified by an eye witness of thd affray,
and round the rod until the maebiue was an 1 in a short time had both of the young
slopped. The space, between tbe ground "t mgs” in durance vile at our city lockind the rod throngh-whlcfa the ohlld’s ujl On Wednesday afternoon they were
body had to go, was but a few inches. ai aigned before Jujtice Roost. Waiving
Notwllhstandiag the child was alive sod
examination they were taken to ou
is now in a fair, way for recovery. Tbe
oty jail In default of $500 bail
meet severe of the injuriessustained were
crlff Vaupell. We are given to und
the breaking of the bonee of both b
stand that this is not tbe only crime that
limbs above tbe knee, and one
these young persons have commltred
kuna wu senraly cut. Dt.fi.
There are one or two other serious
of thi. city, itlcaded to tkUjariM of Id. that thqr will undoubtedly be belt' to an-

To Mr. and
Nov.

Mrs. Edwin Tibbltt,

21,1883.

^»qunre

<

rafldrar. A.

swer for.

coal stove proved a perfect success

Inst year

*

and has not been

Call and Examine.

alleroid.

Cuas. Klin* killed a fine deer one mile
of Bndsonville this week.

_

*

organ! zed ITthe \
Good Templars waa organized
tonal Chnrch Sunday evening,
venlng. Dr. B. \ J
f, Worthy Chief Templar,
r, Chas.
Chas. 8.
1 »
illl, Worthy Vice; and H. B.
For the present meetings will be held at the

lodge

Alsu keeps on band a line of

of

Da

the tumbling

Uitl.

Holland, Juno

WYNHOFF.

Also agent for

large circle of friends and acquaintances.aha time; aud 4th, Pacific from the 120lh

|

vice a suitable ant

/

and the White,
ic

more
fell from the main boom to the pier below
than thirty minutes. The Chicago and
Messrs. Van Oort, yVitvlikt &
aud sustaineda fracture of the right leg.
West Michigan will not change till the
He was taken in a small boat to the resi- Beruwkes, the successors of W. C. Melis Michigan Central, with which it runs,
dence of his brother, who has a farm near iu the hardware business, have an adverissues a new time card.
our harbor, and Dr. R. B. Best of this tisement in this week’s issue which we decity was summoned and reduced the frac- sire our readers to peruse. This firm is
A public meeting was held at Music
composed of gentlemen who have long Hall in Grand Haven last Monday night
ture.
been in the businessin which they are to express appreciationof the conduct or
All persons attending Hope Refomed
now engaged and are thoroughlyac- the crew of the schooner Driver in greatly
Church are requested to be present promptquainted with the trade. We predict for endangeringtheir own lives to rescue 12
ly at the appointed hours of worship.
them a successful business career in our of the crew of the propeller Akeley. The
The exercises will begin with the anthem
Icily. Give them a call.
meeting was largely attended and Rev.
and the choir should not be disturbed in j
- ---Henry Johnson presided. Apropriate restheir service, of praise. Nor should the
Next week Friday afternoon and eveolutions were adopted and $1,185 was
preacher be disturbed in his service of
ing the teachers of our Public Schools,
raised. The meeting voted that $7.10 he
prayer and pulpit instraction.Walking nd the pupils of the High School, will

is

only.

this

The funeral services will be held, at her meridian, nearly San Francisco time. It
Last Wednesday night Pete Anderson^ late residence, this (Saturday) afternoon at will be one o’clock ia each of these disa sailor on the schooner Wollln which 2 o’clock. Mrs. Me Master was 89 years of tricts consecutively ; and in none will the

Church

poun

ets. pei^

it

good faith. We hope
all will remember this.

up the

40

My Bakin

B.

in. The editor Me Master, wife of Thomas Me Master, of the 75th meridian, nearly New York time;
of this paper is not supposed to know East Saugatuck, died of congestion of the 2d, Central, from the 90tb meridian,
everything and when an item is given us brain. Mrs. Me Master was well known nearly Chicago time; 3d, Rocky Mounit

is

!

Last Thursday morning Mrs. Ellen S. sections. 1st, Eastern, taking time from

the trouble to ascertain whether news is

we pulish

CHINA TEA SET

“sportsman’s

scheme. The country is divided

us to pubblish "Jottings, "will please take

correct before they hand

Every person purchasing
Baking Powder at my store
will stand a chance of winning

Qoods\ delivered free of charge.

keeps club.” We wish him success.

on band and

dressed lumber always

port.

We

CROCKERY

Powder

headed by Mr. Jacob

On looking over our new advertisementsFliuman says that all the deer were shot
School Fair next Fri- the reader will see one of the Keystone without being ebased by dogs, which he
expected that the citi- Planing Mill of J. R. Kleyn. Mr. Kleyn strongly disapproves, and which ho
which the

and complete line of

full

an elegant

-Dealer In-

their services for the

for

A

Call and see it.

locality,

given the rent, and the band have donated

/in the object

A, 1883.

GEO. I. McCLURE,

lieman, of this city on last

Ive

enough interest

EIGHTH STREET.

Holland, Mich., April

hauled out for repairs at Anderson’s , 6bort l'nle nnd £HVfi ,l'm 80 mucb eneouragement that lie Intends to start for New/awamP” n,,rlh °' our cll-v Wl19 ,he huntine
ship yard.
ground. There were five deer killed,
Orleans, La., next week.
As the authoritiesof Lyceum Hall have
three of them being shot on Saturday.Mr.

is

46,

it.

been made thus far in this

now

it

promptly

always on hand.

Mr. Geo. 8. Harrington desires us to

of last week in connection with

M

Wm. Vekbeek, P.

Lank Van Putten returned from
Arbor

zens of this city will take

White Goods,

Coffen, Eugene 1). Fellows, S. L. Morris.

The schooner Experiment which some

day evening,

Skirts, Hosiery,

CALL AND SEE NS

Office at Holland, Mich.,

sermon will be

preached by Rev. N. M.

Dress Goods, Table Linens,
Etc., in endless variety.

ready

next Thursday, Thanksgiving day,

at 9:80 a.

and

Slippers.

Thanksgiving service in Hope Re-

thankful and hope to see our subscription

List of letters remaining in the Post

B. WYNHOFF,

Ladles sod Gentlemens

Nov. 22nd, 1883: say that he does not wish to have anything
John Van Den Berg, John Benet, Rob’t to do with the hunting match- on Thanksthere will bo a union service of the First
M. Shields, Grin M. Chandler,2, John giving Day. He knew nothing of the
and Third Churches,in the Third Church
match until he saw hjs name in the News

On

always find a well selected (stock] of

will

Grand

have paid up during the past week. The formed Church next Thursday at 10:89
number, however, is small, but we are A. M. Sermon by the pastor, Rev.

the corner of River and Sev-;

coth streets. He expects to

delinquent Subscribers

the atore of

SOOTS & SHOES

V

weeks.

going on in the stock of

Dry Goods & Groceries,

your*

will “lay

lisher of Jk Qrondvxt, is fitting up his
building

ia

will be given at

Fennville, next

day night.

expected that it will be ready for occu*
pancy

Genuine Cyclone

L HEROLD’S

Mr. A. H. Dutton has sold bis fruit T Four bodies from the lost steam barge
farm on the south aide of Macatawa Ba^ H. C. Akely have come ashore, but the
The new. "City Engine House" in the to Dr. D. M. G^e.
utton will* make bodies of Oapt. Strech and the cabin boy
First Ward is nearing completion. It is his future residence i
have not yet been recovered.
nXjie
in
e East.

up”

AT

for the

gan Trademcn, published at Grand Rapids, J. Neraier

___

im

idMrs^Yt
Mr. and
Mrs YOU CANNOT DO BBTTBB THAN CALL

Eagle Fire Engine Co^No. 1, wttT
have an oyster supper in Lyceum Hall
Wednesday evening.

Wednesday evening.
Prosecuting Attorney McBride and
Sheriff Vaupell were in town last Wednes-

to

Tuesday morning.

Vui Mil? fas

A.vm

_

Open and Top

farmers are being considerably annoyed by

i

petty tbelvlng that is going on aronnd here,
i

pits are being opened and their contents
,

We have

and all kinds of small articlesare being
•

Off.

It would wem

ihat there are

some

_ _—

an endless variety, ail sixes

_

prteeg.

_

and

'partiesaround here who are taking anything thby

waa

stolen, several

bushels were frosen. as the thief hadn’t decency

enough to properly cover tbe pit again, and as it
waa tome distance from the boose, Mr. R. did not
discover its condition antil it was too late to aavs
his potatoes.Tha thieves had beat “took a tittle
oat” or they may get a charge of shot, as wa are
gsttiag slek of this kind of as— ease. -H.”

a line

stock

of

/*

SQUARE AND SWELL BODY CUTTERS.
And a nice aMortmcnt*ot Baggie*for Parmer*
and Tradesmen are ou tbe way coming.

can lay their hands on whether they can nse it or
not. Mr. H. B. Hudson had a potato pit tampered
with, tad in addition to what

And

Buggies,

Remember we lake pleasurein showing
our goods and like to have you
compare prices.
R.

A

IITH

WO AORNT FOR

MTTOIMSmGWiSM
9

RANTERS A SONS.

Holland, Mich.

,

Sept. Mtfc, 1868.

H.ILUB, Hk,

.

p

!»,
Xi-s.,

ApfilH.

W
PITH AKD POINT.

OCTOBER SIGNS.
In regard to that class of signs indicoming into the house in great numbers cating the characterof a coming winter,
“Muchjain in October, much wind in
THE- JOLLIK8T MAN ON THE ROAD.
[From the Fort Wayne Hoosier.l
indicate rain.” Such signs as these are
Dr. C. C. Abbott, in a paper read before December." “October frosts and winds,
[BBAKKMXH, LOQUITUn.]
The refined way of saying “I’m not a
in the bounds of reason. How the the Trenton Natural History Society, a mild January.” “Warm October,
•Know him?" You bet I know him! Who wine, the sheep, the gulls, and the stated that he had kept a careful record cold February.” “As the weather of hog” is “My natural desires are limited
doesn't know Abo'lora Jones/
nies Know
wuai» the weather is
’flies
know what
is going to for over twenty years regarding the October so the weather of March.” “As to a sufficiency.”
He's the l>cst passenger, that mnn, that this ere
• Jones says he never needs to pay for
be is not necessary to discuss, but that
building of winter-houses by muskrats November so the following March.”
comp'ny own*.
Wfin Know
they mav by their instinctsdetect in the ahd storing of nuts by sauirrels, and “Thunder in November indicatesa fer- i warm bath. His wife keeps him con(Look at him. now, a feedin' that kid!)
him!: Wh^rn bo bowed
atmosphere the first heralds of a coming rfound that they bore no relation what- tile year to come.” “If there be ice in stantly in hot water.
If he ain't onr iavorite, all 'round,-the jollicat
storm is not unreasonable, but altogether
The poorer the preacher and the less
man on the road!
November that will bear a duck there
ever to the ensuing winter.
likelv, since Nature has provided them
will be nothing thereafter but sleet and he is able to say “words that burn,” the
• SIGNS GIVEN BY BIRDS.
Travels with n* a* close on time a« clockwork,
in all other respects with the capacity
VPretty much the same kind of signs muck.” If Christmas finds a bridge more he preaches of Hades and eternal
*Bou every o\hcr Monday we find him down for self care.
are given by birds as by animals. he’ll break it; if he finds none he’ll scorching.
WEATHER PROVERBS.
Early migration indicates an early make one.” “A green Christmas a white
BringMis a'bleaaln',an’ leave* it; an’ when he
Sometimes a judge is confounded by
A little volume has recentlybeen is- change in the season. A dry summer Easter,”and so on almost without numa complicated case, but oftener he is
On tUsheTetStn,cither day or night, wc look sued by the Signal Service which emfollows when birds build in exposed ber are the signs from the months. The confounded by the parties who lose
fora bully trip!
braces a collection of weather proverbs. places. A solitary buzzard at a great days, too, have many signs attached to
their case.
I ' ain’t religious— ain’t got the time; but,
Some of them are quite amusing from altitude indicates rain ; so do chickens their weather
“As the Friday, so
“Broken English” is what they called
their
absurdity,
as
that
in regard to the
Dead ^rtain'oiat Providence sends him, too,
that flap their wings, crow before sun- the Sunday,” an absurdity on the face
it when a Webster’s dictionary fell out
moon, for instance, which says that if
when last the point of the crescent be turned up- down, come down from the roost at of it. “There is never a Saturday with- of a third-story window and flew to
night, and cocks crowing more than sunshine,” equally absurd. None of
pieces on the pavement.
Yon^d*own«r,that°ho,*ww
religious— Jones— a ward the weather will l>e dry; if down, usual. If crows fly singly, rain; to- them are worth repeating, because the
“Oh, sir,” said a little beggar, “won t
reg’larchild of grace:
wet; the theory of Indian origin being gether, sun. If geese have heavy plu- week, not being a natural and only a
you
give me a nickel ? My parents are
that
the
water
cannot
run
out
if
the
conditional
division
of
time,
cannot
be
For there, in the midst of the blindin’ steam, an
mage a cold winter is impending.
crescent is not turned upside down. “Everything is lovely and the goose expected to right itself as a year may. dead, my father can’t get any work, and
shrieks an’ groans an' prayers, t
______________
He traveled’round
to the suffenn ones, an
Another explanationis that if the In- honks high,” originally a proverb, is
my mother is awful sick.”
PERSONAL SIGNS.
Uftod aii their~cares,
<Lcastways,the heaviest: took their names an dian hunter could hang his powder- now a slang phrase. The word “honk
“He never pays anything,” some one
These signs which relate to the perhorn upon the crescent he did so and indicatedthe cry of the goose.
said
of a young man about towp. “Oh,
son
are
quite
interesting.
“When
the
An’ work^fike1 a* hemhCOh,V Jwhaw, boss! he
stayed at home, because he knew the
table is'swept of food it indicates a clear yes he does,” said n citizen;“he pays
couldn’t save any lives!
THE GOOSE-BONE.
woods would be too dry and the twigs
The goose-bone sign is widely known morrow.” Rain is indicatedby “a sour his addressesto my daughter."
But you bet your boots, there was easier deaths,
too brittle for him to still-hunt.If he
in face of that feller’s smiles!
and much beUeved in : “If the breast- stomach,” “bad dreams,” “broken rest”
When the first Atlantic cable was
I reckon that he’d give me a start of bout four could not hang his powder-hornon
bone of a goose bo red, or have many and “aching corns.” Ringing in the completed, it gave some paragrapher an
the orescent he went hunting, knowing
red spots in it, expect a cold and stormy ears indicates a change in the weather; opportunity to inquire if news thus sent
If
a-takin’ the final trip, an’ he was around
hat the woods would be wet and he winter.” This sign is perhaps the most Headaches arise from those conditions
through salt water would be fresh ?
YcsUhat'^hismission; to cheer folks up ;-an’ could stalk game noiselessly. The
popular of any sign as to the coming of in the atmosphere which sour milk,
After describinga hunter’s struggle
I can't tell you half.
majority of popular weather proverbs, a winter. The relation of a goose “Human hair become curly just before
with
a grizzly bear, during which all of
Well,
now,
he’s
lowever, are within the bounds of reaThat's an elopin’ party, there,
breast-bone and the weather must at rain." Toothache indicatesa# change tho hunter’s clothes were torn off, a
braced that girl
son.
The
increase
of
aqueous
vapor
in
best be remote. But if it be true that of weather, as also does rheumatism.
Till she’s chock-full o’ courage. First, she was
western paper says he barely escaped
the atmosphere is indicated by its ef- the bird is better feathered in advance There is nothing,* however, that sur. all of a
.
with his life.
Feared the old man’d catch cm fore thc> got fect upon the animal and vegetable orof a bad winter it is not unreasonable to passes the fine and unexplained instinct
“Hello, Jones, I’m glad to see you.”
ganization.
Animals
are
observed
to
He never oils no man's track; that s the kind o
suppose that its whole anatomy is ad- that gives a human being an intuitive
become restless before the rain, and justed to the same scale. Martins ap- knowledge of coming rain. To sup- Jones, pretending not to recognize
man for me!
many prognostications are based upon pear ariien winter is broken. The pose that animals have a sense yet su- Smith for fear he’d tap him for a lean:
Oh, that’s his laugh! I'd know it if I was in
“My dear sir, you have the advantage
the action of birds, beasts, fish, reptiles
,
hooting of owls indicates^change. Pea- perior to this that enables them to pre-.
Now he’s amusin’ the countrycuss that s alwa> s and insects. In fact, any act of an aniof me.” “Yes, ’most any one has who
cocks ‘ announce rain by their cries. diet the characterof a season months
There he goes, fo’ard -Jones, I moan, -into the mal which should in human judgment Pigeons hurry home in advance of rain. away is to suppose something that jossesses ordinary intelligence.”
be taken as a precautionagainst a storm Prairie-chickenscome into tlie woods would require a very strong demon“Bridget," said an East Wayne street
Wel"!there:sPsom?blue
ones there, I guess; he’ll
may be assumed to indicatea storm. or sit on the ground with rullledfeathers stration to prove. To suppose, how- adv to her domestic,“where is thedustmedicine all them chaps.
Among the signs most in favor are the in advance of a storm. The note of a ever, that all nature, animate and inan- )an?” “With the broom, ma’am.”
Jest as I tell you, stranger, that man brings
following :
quail in the evening indicates a fair day imate, is sensitive to the conditionsthat “And where is the broom?” “With the
sunshine
„
SKINS MOST IN FAVOR.
One o’ his stories livens a man more n a gallon
to follow. Itobins singing in the for a considerabletime precede a storm dust-pan, *ma’am.” “Well, Bridget,tell
Preparatoryto a long winter the morning indicate rain. “When the is to suppose nothing but what is rea- me— where are they both?” “They are
o'
»
Never’* no long-drawn faces where he hangs up
beaver cuts his wood and prepares his roosters go crowing to bed they will rise sonable. That animals should rub both together, ma’am. ’Pears like you re
for a chat
Instructin’, too, ’s most all his talk; no drum
house a month earlier. This is a hun- with a watery head.” Insects manifest themselves,or seek shelter, or evince in almighty particularto-day.”
mcr beats him on that!
ter’s sign, and of but little value where the effects of an impending storm. Ants other ways tkeir sensibility to these
[From Peck’s Sun.l
“He is a drummer?" Well. I should smile! there are no beavers. An indication of raise their walls and are generallyvery conditionsbecoming perceptiblein the
Travels for Sheet & Shroud
A man in Ohio paid $250 to «ecure
rain much more easily observed is the
busy; if on low ground they migrate to atmosphere is not to be doubted. — Chi(Chicago firm in the line), ’n I tell you he docs
the nomination for constable, Tho
sneezing or snoring of cats, or an unu- higher. Gnats bite; crickets are lively;
’em
cago Tribune.
Ohio man is always looking out for a
Works off more caskets in a year than d hold sually electricalconditionof their fur. sparrows come out of their nests ; bees
our whole blamed load;
stepping stoue to the Presidency.
These
signs
appear
to be reasonable, remain near their hives and quit work
I reckon business an’ pleasure meet in the Joi
The Roumanian Court.
but
when
an
old
lady
on
Cape
Cod
in• When a man gets so low as to steal
liest Man on the Road.
early; “a bee was never caught in a
A royal court is commonly supposed his grandmother’sfalse teeth and try
sists that a cat washing itself behind the
--CommercialTraveler*’ Magazine.
shower;” crickets sing louder when rain
ear is the only sure cat sign, the ten- is coming; flees bite eagerly; flies hang to bo a center of luxurious and extrava- to pawn or sell them, as did a Buffalo
dency is to doubt cat signs generally. on tenaciously ; flre-flies are seen in gant influences, but that of Ronmauia young man, his days of usefulness are
Cats are thought by the superstitious to great numbers’; glow-worms are plenti- certainly is not. Queen Elizabeth, passed. Such a dastardly triok is next
Signs.
be weather-wise,and this belief is par- ful ; gossamers are abundant ; and flies when first she enterened the country as to murder and he who would be guilty
Princess, was struck by the pomp am
of it should be compelled to have his
Facta and figures show that 80 to 00 ticularly noticeableamong sailors, come into the house. Katydids cry
lavish extravagance of dress that pre- teeth knocked out with a cold chisel,
many
of
whom
believe
that
cats
not
per cent, of the signal service predicthree months and locusts six months
vailed, and has ever since been energetiand be compelled to chew beef for his
tions are correct. At the same time only know what the weather will be, before frost. Spiders strengthen their
cally working against it, ami in favor o
grandmother.
the service has by observation and the but take a hand or paw in preparing it. webs before rain.
simplicity, modesty and economy. I or
simple law of average discoveredmany Cows give many signs. If they go under
WHAT THE TREES SAY.
It is alleged that a man in Georgia
herself she is fond of the plain costume
of those conditionswhich antedate and tho trees, when ordinarily they would
When the ash leaves before the oak of the Roumanian peasant girls, am has a rooster that “strikes the hour.”
consequently indicate stormy. Among be grazing, erpectraiu. If cows fail in a wet season will ensue. The African
He crows twelve times every night at 12
habitually wears it at her Summer
other matters, those winds which are their milk, or bellow in the evening,or marigold closes before the approach of
o’clock, and is sure not to very a second
home,
among
the
Carpathians.
Hei
most and least likely to be followed by gaze at the sky, or scratch themselves, a storm. The leaves of the aspen tremfrom the correct time. Let us see. The
manner of life, too, both there and at
rain or snow in the Upper Lake region a storm is coming. The signs are within ble in the calm proceding a storm.
Apostle Peter had something to do with
to believe
out io
oeneye ^yhen the bushes are full of berries a Bucharest, is unassuming. She rises a night-crowingrooster some years
have, by the observations of ten years, the bounds of reason, but
early, often at 4 o’clock, even in midj8 on the way. The flowbeen conclusively demonstratedto be that when it is going to ram a cow
since. His rooster crew thrice, while
winter, and, without disturbing any of
stop auu
and
shake
her
foot
requires
—
*lio
Slop
nuoivc
--- — top
—
”
ersof the chickweed contract before
the Georgia mans crows twelve times.
as follows
great a stretch of faith to be believed. rain. Double corn-husksindicate a the household, lights a lamp and sits According to this, it is calculated that
Least
Mo*l
down to her work. Her rooms are
likely
likely
Dogs eat grass, refuse meat, howl when
the Georgia man can prevaricate four
rain or
rain or
any
one
leaves
the
house,
and
dig
in
the
snow.
snow.
time to Peter’s once. Tally one for
E. to N. ground just before a storm.
..... a W. to a E.
Georgia.
N. to W.
..... a w. to a e.
When the donkey blows his horn
mmsuallv odorous a storm is near. l?rs in tlie most affiableand u it
N. to W.
..... a W.toN.E.
An English magazine is speculating
mi
vrsvtitV and
OTlfl n,
•Tls. time to house yonr.hsy
tional manner. On state occasions, she
N. to W.
..... 8. E. to N. E.
But what if the donkey blows his Fox-fire indicates
herself wlth imperial dignity, and as to “uhe kind of clothes ghosts wear.”
N. to W.
..... a to e.
queen
N. to W. horn about the middle of May ? “Do- never known to catch the
Such a profound and very important
..... a w. to a e.
N. to W. mestic animals stand with their heads or cockle-burm bloom. If m the fau
..... a w. to a e.
subject as that should be most carefully
N. to W.
August ......... ..... a w. to a e.
coming _____
storm”-a____
somewhat I leaves show a disposition to cling to the
and prayerfullyconsidered. Too much
___ ___
Going Backward.
N. to W. from the
..... a W. to 8. E.
E. to N
..... a w. to a e.
donbtfuT test,
tot, as
asanimals
\V lien
.g abont M g00(1 as attention cannot be given as the cut of
doubtful
animals will not stand,
stand,I treeasnowywinto
tree a snowy winter ^predicted.
is predicted.When
E. to,N
..... w. to a
r
_____
u fnninrr of.rnnir n' ml I thfl foliftffeof trees is full the winter the staple article in any other country of ghosts’ clothes. If cut on the bias the
E. to
N ,f they can avoid it, facing strong wind «>e Wtage of treea
...... W.toB.
December .............
n. io d.
w «•
wlU,be c°ld'
hk wke tldck We are a people who look forward and ladies want to know it. If cut gonng,
These signs may be considered re- or hot
THE same OLD
ing denote a hard
and take more delight in why, that too should be known. If the
liable. Of course it cannot be assumed
The ground-hog test is one of the omon skms, the
When U'batwe have made ourselves than in mother hubbard is worn there may be
that when a southwest to southeast
best known for remote future weather: sycamore tree of white bark
grandfathers were. When some consolationin that, but above all
wind blows at Chicago in October rain
“If
sunflower raises ita
its^ead
head expect
apt
If on Candlemas
Candlenia, Day (2d February)
Fehruary, it
it I the
‘^nHowerrais.
erpect I
the p.t we
wo are
ai
things don’t let the public be deceived
is inevitable, or that when an east to
in bright and clear, the ground-hog will rain. The silver
follow the course of the gentleman who in Relieving that ghosts’ clothes are
north wind prevails it cannot rain. By
stay in his den, thus indicating
M ita
tom.
fotlm
» men in the nothing but spirit wrappers. This is
the establishment of these facts conthere will bo more anew and rain; but |
“Tored
wltk
| conntry who conid g0 back two genera- indeed a most important subject.
cerning the wind it removes that class
b* snow «ud mdicatocold
A prisoner just after being sentenced
of phenomena out of the domain of
by an Albany judge, remarked to the
what are known vulgarly as “signs/
udgethat be would like to murder
And establishes and declarestheir our
mac,
and
i» the basis of our own relia- are those
nft
our
line, and the only way I jim. “I hope you will rot
your
rent worth as proven by tests.
ble ground-hog proverb, which says days
could do it was to skip all the mechan- grave ” • The judge added another year
the clouds.
, it^f_ jc8 and farmers,jest touch lightly on to the sentence. There is a similar
What has been done to test the indi- that if the ground-hog can on the 2d should be ^orI'e l
ti,n merchants lawvers and ministers, story where a prisoner got more than
cations of the wind directions as indi- of February see his shadow he will re- meskure the weather
tum:to
his
bole
and
stay
there
until
the
that
a
long
1, * iJut to dwell purty particularlyhard on
le bargained for, by talking back to
cative of future weather has also been
them that lived high and did nothing.” the court. A Michigan judge who felt
done with the clouds, sunset appear- 1st of March. The ground-hog in this wet »P?U^'. “
case has, of conrso, nothing to do with amount ofmoisturein
m(m might be able to the great importance and responsibility
ances, halos, aurora, and all the
the
verity
of
the
proverb,
but
of
the
“
get
s
coat
of
arms
that would be satis- of his position and determined to mainmeteorological phenomena until a perain it, once sentenced a man to be conson skilled in the interpretationof all
fined-in the State’s prison; during the
these indications cap read off the future
natural period of his life. “Thank you,
weather with acciiracyeight or nine
your honor,” replied the prisonerafter
of
February
in
order
give
Lord
Surrey,
who
was
beheaded
in
times out 'of ten. The Signal Sendee Ot 1 eoruary
the seemimr capnciousness of the
sentence was pronounced.‘ Wh&ts
states, ' however, that “the ablest
it wmharto stem more between thft weather. While on general principles 1547
^tL
meteorologistsof the present day, aided it will
mi e Bame the theory of compensationsis un- pretty hard hit, and the lines ne wrote that ?” demanded- the judge. Thank
not necessarily on “How no ago is content with his own you,
your JAV/aav/**
honor,” replied
prisoner.
>UU, JVU*
----the
~ wont,
*
by the most perfect meteorological time and Ae flrrt of Jtooh. Tto
____
anv
instruments and the result of years of V “ .'^oZs -in like a amb it wih go true as regards weeks and months, so estate” are unfortunatelyas applicable “See here, old man, I don’t want, any
back
talk in this court. I sentence you
accurate instrumentalobservations, are mit lte a Uou’"and which is often veri- that proverbs that say “a January thaw now as they were when .the axe fell on
to five years more,” solemnly remarked
still unable to give reliable forecasts of
1
iTnrra iiuilfltipkIm on the aDDroach brings a July freshet, etc., are not re- 1 the poet s neck
.. judge
•
__with
J4i.
the
an air of flirmitv
dignity that.
tiiat
the weather for a longer period than
K.,
froze
out
all sense of the ridiculousness
three or •four days, and frequentlynot
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longer than twenty-fourhours.”
ANIMAL INDICATIONS.
1 Besides these phenomena manifested
by
atmosphere with
Dy the
vlio awnunpuerc
wi«u which
wimuuthe 8iga a Vta/I a rlaal ATAlllSrtVplV
nal Service has
had to deal exclusively
is another class, embracing the whole
range of animate and inanimate nature.
It is by no means incredible to sup
pose that an approacliing storm may
communicateitself by the conditions of
atmosphere which it induces to the
delicate and unerring instincts of the
Animal world beforb or as soon as it is

1
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of
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Germ

an-

Americans.

The German element has, from the first,
The richold man, that sees his end draw on so
been a powerful factor in^tbe national
storm' is comiiiR. When a pig’s melt blessing to the fruit January wet, Howhe would be a boy again, to live so much
development of this country. To it we
fsnleen) is biggest at the forward end no wme you get. Fog in January, a
Whereat^falioft I smiled to see how all these undoubtedlyowe a very large-share of
beginmngo/wintor is to be ex- wet spring.” “H the gras., becomes
our industrial, commercial and agripec ted, thereverse conditionof the or- green in January tire w°rselt"1't.bf From boy toiman, from man to boy, would chop cultural prosperity. We have used no
and change dejiree.
gan a tvinter ending very cold. To | for it the whole year.” “A aummensh
artificial stimulants to draw the emiphysiolog^rwho cannot determine th“e I
How to Judge Men.
grant to our shores. He bad come defunctionsof this organ is respeotfnUyj” Double-facedFebruary. There
Don’t
judge
a
man
by
his ’’family re- pendant upon his own industry, intelli4.1.2- .......
wvrtWOV (tltt'AVH
lations, for Cain belonged to a good gence and enterprise. He has brought
with him a strong physique, Jhnfty
denoted by the less sensitive instrufamily.
habits,
and a stolidity of characterthat
ments of man’s creation. How often
Don’t judge man by the clothes he
apparently sufficient knowledge to end March its 8dt" *d.'s(£dTni,„..A
has proved an in valuable introduction^
the sense of approaching foul weather
wears.
God
made
one
-1
11'~
in old of the wet. Bats and mice rams in March so B rams £
A ,
sends one to the barometer for a verifithe other.
... Into onr national life. The Germans, )
make a little more noise than usual pre- cold April the barn will fill. an
cation of his intution to flnd the instru
Don’tl judge U
a man
Don
IUUU by
ujr his speech, for moreover, have proved themselves sinaonin-el.lav in a bin I in April is manure; snow m Marchdemedt denying the teachings of his in
„ parrot talks, and the tongue is but an gularly loyal and devoted to their
stincts,but later making the same preacts
. , adopted conntry; the active and decimay DrmgB
---- instrument of
diction. Weather signs are genemly w US lUUg »uu W»U. *as«.~ — o-- r-r ’ i“"*
Don’t judge a man by bis failures in give part they took in our civil war is
the gardener he will not fill the granheld in derision by, those who do not pear to be reasonable, and so did the ery.” “A hot May makes a fat church- life, .for many a man fails because he is sufficient^evidence of this. Wherever
country- editor wueu
when he predicted
country
unaemana uimr pinwoupuj.
i.'l
yard.” “Rain on Jt. John’s Day (June too honest to succeed. — Electric Eight. they have settled, in whatever occupation
gation will, however, rev al tile fact they hard winter because the dudes in his lo- 24)' assures a wet harvest.” "It it rain
cality were wearing extra high collars.
A Kearney, [Neb., physician is said to
There is a greatdifferencebetweenpre- the 2d of July it will vain four weeks. have worked up a large practice, m his ing and peace-loving eftabut.— Boston
“As July so the pext January,” As
make nests on the south Side oi sneuer die tingr the' character of *
August so the next February.” “When mind, by hiring a small boy to come to Herald.
the
approacu
oi
asujrui,
the church he attended on Sundays and
Before
a
cold
spell.”
“Sheep
ascend
the
approach
of
a
storm,
as
a
before a cold spell.’’ "B — .
it rains in August it rains honey and
Hot-Scotch night-caps will soon be
ifhastily call him, for wbioh service the
the hills and scater if
if the
the weather
weather edge of the latter may be conveyed by vine.” “As September so the comi
all the rage.
boyraceivea 15 cents.
promises to be pleasant.’’“Onlls fly
* •
iigh before a storm.’” “Houae fires former cannot.
t
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THE FOURTH OF JULY.
A Protest Agalyst the Curtailmentof the
Privileges of the 8mall Boy.

ALLEN’S

Fort Stevenson, Dakota Ter.— Rev.
James McCarty says: “Brown’s Iron Bitters
The Phenomenon of a Burning Mine Re- cured me of severe dyspepsia.”

HUMAN FIRE.

A

peated Ln the Physical System.

When the man with the deep voice sings,
hold these truths to be self-evident:
.A few years ago one of tbo most important ne Is sure to get off his bass.— Boslon Post.
That all boys are created young; that coal mines in Pennsylvaniacaught fire. It
W. B. Bquibbs, of Worthington, Ind., says:
they are endowed with certain inaliena- started slowly,but soon obtained such headI have sold more White Wine of Tar Syrup
ble rights ; that among these is the right way that it spread through the greaterpor- than any other Cough Remedy. It is the best
to go to the circus and the right to tion of the entire mine. To flood it with wa- 1 ever
_
shoot fire-crackerson the Fourth of ter would extinguish the fire but well nigh
Thousands,yes, millions, of bottles of CarJuly; that to secure these rights gov- ruin the mine; and still the flames continued boline have been sold, and the sale still goes
ernments are institutedamong men, to increase. At that juncture a young man on. If there were no merit in this great natand. to a limited extent, among women, stepped forward and suggested that all the ural hair renower do you suppose that tho
people would still buy, as they continueto do.
deriving their just powers from the con- entrances and vent holes of the mine be covered and secured,* thus shutting off the supsent of the governed, and if there is ply of air. His advice was followedand the
Skinny MEN— ‘’WelKHealthRenower" restores
health and rigor, cures dyspepsia, impotence. $1.
any nation of people more governed by flames were finally subdued.,.
To compare the conditionof this mine with
everybody than boys nobody ever heard
A child that wakes with croup should have
many phases of tho human system is most
of it; that, whenever any form of govI

_

saw.

A GOOD FAMILY REMEDY
— THAT WILL CURE

GOUGHS, GOLDS, GROOP,
(CONQUEROR.)

?

Did our fathers
die for Mayor King, of Philadelphia?
Not one solitaryfather. The father
who was detailed to die for Mayor King
heard that he wasn’t going to allow any
fire-crackers on the Fourth of July, and
the noble man girded up his loins and
lived until he was 104 years old, and
died under protest even then, drawing
his revolutionary pension with one
hand and his last breath with the

other. The

rest of the fathers died for

to coast oil the

Common, a

right that is

OPIUM

swear at Monmouth; did

Marion ride and Lafayette unsheathe
his sword that the boy of to-day might
enjoy the inestimableprivilege of going
to a picnic on the Fourth of July, carrying a big basket loaded with cooked
rations for eight people through a July
sun down a dusty lane two miles from
the station, and then enjoying himself
by alternatelygoing to the spring a
mile and a quarter for water for the
crowd, taking care of the baby and
swinging the neighbors’children until
his arms ached and it was time to carry
the basket and rattling dishes back to
The Chicago girl who wears number tons,
the train ? Is this the kind of a Fourth is stlfl able to stand considerablex-hor-sizo.—
Boston Traveller.
of July our fathers died to perpetuate?
Humor in the Stomach.
Must our boys go up to shiver every
Much of the distress and sickness attributed
year over the prospect of this sort of
thing because we have outgrown our to dyspepsia and chronic diarrhea is occasioned by humor in the stomach. Several
taste for noise and smoke?
cases, with all the characteristics
of these
Forbid it, Heaven l—B. J. Burdette. complaints,hav/* been cured by Hood’s Sarsaparilla.Wonderful cures are effectedby
this medicine,which Is a specific for Ml CaHappy Once More.
tarrhs and flows of vitiated humors. Sold by
St. Louis, Mo.— A Chronicle reporter druggists. $1 a bottle of 100 dos?s.
was told by Mr. Alfred J. Papin, of this
city, that his nephew had the most obstinate
The first and last end of man is to got
case of inflammatoryrheumatism, which boxed— first by father,then by tbo underbaffled all kinds of treatment until St. Ja- taker.— Carl PreJUel's Weekly.
cobs CHA the great pain-oonqueror,
was
Who wrote Shakespeare? queries a contemused. It cured the young man, and he rec- porary. Probably some fellow who wanted

NERVOUSNESS,SICK HEADACHE,
RHEUMATISM, HERYOUSVIEAKIESS,

HERYOUS PROSTRATION,

_

ommends it as
the world.

One man

com-

health.

__

***>.

(fU

_

Star.

*

nected with the literary value of those
gems/ The ‘‘Pastissier,” indeed, is a
very ordinary little cookery book, but,
for some mysterious reason, it is the
most sought after of all the Elzevirs;
and the two uncut copies which came a
few years ago. into the Paris market
were regarded with as much curiosity
as if they had been a pair of pha nixes.
How the craze for these and similar
rarities has lately grown in intensity
and volume is known to every one who
has studied the records of the Beckford and other recent sales; and this,
of course, makes the formal ion of a
library of rarities,or the addition of
raritiesto existinglibraries,more and
more difficult— -London Times.

'

_

hysteria, and all kindred complaints,will find
without a rival Brown’s Iron Hitters.

As an Expectorant

Bold by all Dmgglats.

HOP
PLASTER
•us

TTEAR
1

and country

gists

ctorea.Mailed on receipt of price. Bop
Plotter Company, Proritton, Boston, Mas*.

n

A U

L*

GREAT
SUCCESS
A

family pill made-Hawley’t Stomach and
PHla. Be. Pleasant In action and e*«y to take.

plaints.
5. Cleanse

i.W

I

1

ETQ

CO

4-Wor*to.(Th*

Or*»t

ELY’S

health.
0. Add disease
tho worst come, I

He

1 from

pasta k?
additional colda, completely heals the sores, and
restores sense of tuts

aching from Rheumatism and Neuralgia,
with Hop Bitters, doeth wisely.
9. Though thon hast sores, pimples,
and smell.
NOT A LIQUID or freckles, salt rheum, erysipelas, blood
SNUFF.
poisoning,yet Hop Bitters will remove

A

few application*

relieve.

A

them

thoroxmh

Irrutmentwill mre.
Agreeableto use. Bend

What woman is there, feeble and
fordmilsr. Price SO cents, bv mail or at druggists sick from female complaints,who deELY BROTHERS, Druggists,Owogo. N. Y.
sireth not health, and useth Hop Bitters

f

is made well
•
11. Let not neglect to use Hop Bitten
bring on serious Kidney and Liver com-

and

66
Procured or no charge. 20
p. book patent-law bye.
Address. W. T. F1TZ1000 F atrecL Washington. D. U.

plaints.

_

Worm Dfriroyfr.)Will
ll

*l

DroaUu

ttc.

12. Keep thy tongue from being furred,
blood pure and thy stomach from indigestion by using Hop Bitters.
13. All mv pains and aches and disease
co like chaff before the wind when I use
thy

Hop

Bitters.

Mark the man who ms nearly dead
nnd given up by the doctors,after using
AGENTS WANTED SKInSSnyH
kjrfbufc* Hop Bitters and becometh well.
Ifi. Cease from worrying about nervous-J
minutes.it wilA also knit a great jarietj^offjney; ne88t general debilityr, and urinary trouble.
for Hop Bitters will restore you

M

Wholesale and
Bend
UniB
Goods
Wigs made
order.
Ilfftlll BURNHAM, 71 State
Chicago.
retail.
*ent C. O. D.'

for price-flat.
to
street,

E.

For BuMneii

at

tho Oldest

PiSO S

14.

CURE FOR

AN OPTICAL WONDER

Milt INEII All lilt YAH

A Beat

For pleasure
and boslnesa

©

mw m
TOlIng

Vais

tLM a m k*™ Txlxobapht here end
O n we win give you a situation.
Oiculaa fna. VALENTINEBK96.. JaneavlH*.Wia.

Free! Cards and Chromos.

We will send free by mail sample set*of our
pni?Pn^.“’5^US*,MS
0,
J; lipPPreas Cutting 8000Y*40,Cla«toa*UlU large German, French and American Chromo

and ea-

rn*

a

ANTED experienced Book and Bible Agents in
v every County. Liberal Salaries Paid. Address,

YIT
V

staling

A

i\

experience,P. O. Box

GENTS

g,

g.

Chicago,HI.

WANTED EVERYWHERE.—NO

required. Agent* make *200 per month.
Address LEE COPYING CO.. Reading. Pa.
capital

Cards, on tinted and gold grounds, with a prloeUst of over 200 differentdesigns, on receipt of a
stamp for postage. We will also send free by
mail, as samples,ten of our beautiful Chromos,
on receipt of ten cents to pay for packing and
postage; also Inclose a oonndentlslprice-listof
our large oil chromo«. Agents wanted. Address
F. Gleason & Co., 40 Summer St. Boston. Mawn.

AGENTS 1-CANVASSERS 1

and

everybody. Bend foronrfidl nud free deiwriptlvscimilar
Murray Hill Pub. Oo., Box tm, N. Y. City. N. Y.

TO SPECULATORS.

of
Chicago.

ILLINDBLOMACO.,N. G. MILLER
Chamber
Commerce.

5 it 7

US

& CO*
Broadway,
New York.

GRAIN A PROVISION BROKERS*
Members of all prominentProduceExchanges In
New Yotk, Chicago,Ht. Louis and Milwaukee.
Wo have exclusiveprivatetelegraphwire between
Chicago and New York. Will execute orders on our
judgmentwhen requested.Hend for dren law containuiK particulars.ROBT. L1NDBLOM k CO.. Chicago.

fc

TEMREECHICAGO.

GENTS MAKE

Addmts

$25

130 State Street,

NO
Until

Reward!

ENOAOEMCMTO

yon hay* seen our Raw Beek,

“BULLET AND SHELL.”
Selling by ten* of

thousands,full parti*.

We

will pay tbe above reward for any caee of Rheumatism or Netirakl*we ceu not cure. We can relieve
any case of Diphtheriaor Croup Instantly.Tbe J. K.
Gardner
and Navy IJuiment will relieve tuun

Amy

and soreness and remove any unnatural growth of
bone or muscle on man or beast large bottles |1;
small bottles ftO cent*. Will refund tbe money for any
failure.Foreale by

ARMY AND

For

ell

CANCER

dnicgiste.

NAY 1 LINIMENT CO.,
fil Wabash Avenue, Chicago.

Two

ZnrWTXTTTTMJ.
’EMablUhed,
Incorporated.
1873;

1-1 cheutiab

Kuthingiik*H*T*rlM«w4
brim. Price,
fete. VlD md fr** to any on* mdlnf at
a llsl of all to* HandaT-aeboal ScMrintondmu In tb* place.DAVID C. COOX,
Adaas itrwi, Chicago,

more

to assuage pain, relieve
suffering, and save the lltes of
men and beasts than all other
liniments put together*

Why!

,n

lhU

The Peculiar Old Mystery!
It was one of the peculiarities of the ^old-fashionedDoctors tnat they
never would tell’ patients what they were prescribingfor them. They said

‘themet—

to the very hone, driving out

J. P. G ager, Route agent on thfeTLiWayne
branch of- the I*. 8. .* M. 8. railway, says:
Agent at .Reading, Mieb., -gqt me .two more
bottles of Warner’s white Wine of Tar, I
never ueM Its equal for throat trouble*

has it
K'

-----------

PPI

.

.

now over. ThepauentwantstOknowwhat
is weak, and wants to be strong, or he is dyspeptic, and
wants to digest well -Or he has a troublesomeliver which he wants to
put to rights. So he takes Brown’s Iron Bitters about which there is no
mystery at all This is the best preparation of iron in the world, in combination with ratle vet efficient tonics. ^ It gives strength. It builds up
poverished blood. It removes feminine
It is what YOU want, and your druggist

readthem. All
he takes. He

ue<!

i

47-83.

,hiX

Beoause the Mustang penetrates thronffh sUn and flesh
all pain and soreness and
morbid secretions, and restoringthe afflicted^jjart to sound

No.

C.R.U.

III.44

has done

ru'd Skin Dukasr*. without the
at kmre or him or ulooo. and little pidn For
rnuxcxs. addren*
. Kama Co.. IIL

use

U>* ceuatry, containingson* chins • f tnt«r>
Ml to •rerr Buudir-tthool .uotrintoaitont.

The good and staunch old
stand-by, MEXICAN MUS-

TANG LINIMENT,

*0. ____
Forihe Cure ofCaaeere,
mi.
Tumor*, Ulcer*, •erwffcla

niimiMim

Suggeatloua for Pceeratleua,Eater*
talaaueateaadCUte.
A eeltocUon of Mctwtloas from Itadlac
8aod»;-*clioolworkers In variou parts or

Generations

proprie

ft

all.

10.

i

“Pat up” at tho Gault House.
The business man or tourist will find first*
claw accommodationsat tho low price of $2
and $2.60 per day at the Gault House, Chicar
go, comer Clinton and Madison streets. This
far-famed hotel is located in the center of the
city, only one block from the Union Depot,
Elovator;all appointments first-lass.
H. W. Hoyt, Proprietor.

.

upon disease, and let
am safe if I use Hop

.

ORGAN AGENTS

tt

me with Hop Bitters and

when spplied by tile
fln«erratoth« nostrils, Bitters.
will be sbsorbod effect
7.’ For all my life have I been plagued
uilly clesnsiug the
hesd of cstsrrhsi virun,
with
sicknesn and sores, and not until a
causing healthy
. secretioiuTlt allays
y* infiam1
year ago was I cured, by Hop Bitten.
mstlon, protectsthe
8.
that keepeth nis bones from
membrane of the nasal

IfeCIITC Wanted. SquatterRoverrign,or Kan1 # sa* In tbe ’CO’*. Serui 40 cti.ln maid pa
for outfit.Codcbx * Nkwxax Pub. Co., Chicago.

________

ifeTMX'iV.

Bit-

I shall have robust and blooming

CREAM BALM

MUCH

Hitters.
Ga.

Hop

know the value',S;
of Hop Bitters for
bilious, nervoys and Rheumatic com-

The best

atarrH

put

ters will cure yon.
4. Both low and high, rich and poor

Bend Skctdf or Model. PATENTS
UGHT or
HOLD. Long experience. Bend Stamp
Stampfor Book.
_____
Provided for during r«nflnement. A. W. MORGAN * CO.. Patent Attorneys and dealers
lu
Patents.
P.
O.
Box,
7J0,
Washington,
D.
C.
F. THAYER, M. D.. Ft. Wayne, Ind.

MUlnfcllO.MreywcM'b*®-Ort

Mas*, w***

,

make you well and to

ease or Livdr Complaint, for

HO

ainTUEDD

Destroy!appetite, renders life miserable. Well
has it been depicted as a fiend which ceaselessly
torments its victim. Though it cannot be
driven from its stronghold, the stomath, by ordinary means, it may be annihilatedwith Hostetler’sStomach Bitters.Weakness of the digestive organs lies at the root of dyspepsia.The
natural chemicalsolvent of the food is insufficiently secreted by the organ whence it takes its
source, and the raw material upon which It 60 cte.).
should act lies like a lump of lead in the atomMknbkan’b Peptonized Beep Tonic, the
ach, fermentingand causing heartburn,and the only preparation of beef containing its enIt containsbloodforce-gerierating
and life-sustaining
which promotes a sufficientsecretion of the gasinvaluable for indigestion, dyStric juice by stimulating and strengthening
th«
nervous prostration,and all forms
cellular tissue of the stomach.Debility, Mllousness, fever and ague, aliments of the urinary of* general debility;also, In all enfeebled
organs and rheumatism, are also remediable by conditions,whether the result of exhaustion,
«a£
i
nervous prostration,
It is Baid that the largest grapevine disease, partlcularlyjf
States,
grows on, the
premises of Mr. Madder, iii Pike county,
It .is 18 years old, is
thirty-four inches in circumference at
its base, is a quarter 9f a mile long, and
- yields five wagon loads of grapei

will

sickness and Bnfferingittndff foot.
8. Be thou not afraid when yonr
family is sick, or yon have Blight’s dis-

<§^>
ry

people, and give

ear all ye invalids of the world,

rejoice.
2. It shall cure all the people and

I,

Liver

thifl,all ye

Hop Bitten

and Stimulate*the parts.The virtue* of hop* com-

$1.00, Bold by drug-

has no Equal.

[revised.]

Thin poroua planter la
famoua for Ita quick
and hearty action in
enring Lame Back,
Rheumatism, Sciatica,

Back, Blda or Hip,

Crick in the

It

by
Bring

fort

.

Since last October I have suffered from
acute inflammation in ray nose and bead— often
in the night having to (ret up and inhale salt
and water for relief. My eye has been, for a
week at a time, so I could not see. I have
used no end of remedies, also employeda
doctor, who said it was impure blood— but I
got no help. I used Ely's Cream Balm on the
recommendationof a friend. I was faithless,
but in a few days was curqd. My nose now,
and also my eye, is well. Ic is wonderful how
quick it helped me. Mrs. Geohgie 8. Jud*
bon, Hartford, Conn. (Easy to use. Price

“S

1AL8AI

FSAXjMS.

<^$>

An exchange tells of “a Widow of 22." 41 no A If nvipu “Hard Cash and Hew to Get It”
A Live, Wide-Awake Canvasser wanted
in every community to get up rlub* for the most
rwenty-twowhat? Husbands?—Philadelphia tbiuu Aflun 1
popular HUMOROUS and LITERARY JOUKCall. ' _
Agent* Wanted, K.Polter Co..Pub..Philadelphia NALintbe North.
Mrs.Orlkna Marshall,of Granby, O^ays:
Extremely Liberal Arrangement! made with Agents.
"Samaritan Nervine cured me of epilepsy.”
Write1 lor full iKirllculan, mmole copite, and ontfit,
free.
TllK HOOHIER,
Fort Wayne, Iml.
A man don’t have to live long in Paris to
Wanted In every County.
learn the road to Houen.
REED’S
OE MUSIC,

Djapepaia Murders Sleep,

UM

SOLD BY ALL MEDICINE DEALERS.

icS.

I A

||

A COUimvr whore

would Renouard’s or Charles
Wopu) a law against tight lacing bo
Nodi ex’s volumes be in the exquisite
mimical to the freedom of contracts?—Boston
condition for which they are notorious
' '
if their owners had handled them and
Farmington,III.— Dr. M. T. Gamble says;
turned over their pages as if they were ‘T prescribeBrown’s Iron Bitters in my praclike any ordinary magazine? The joy tice and it gives satisfaction.”
of possessing an uncut “Pastissier When a giraffewants a drink, he knows
Francois,”or a manuscriptbound as what a long-felt want \a.—Ncw Orleans Picaythe book in Van Eyck’s picture is une.
bound is not, we fear, in the least conLadies and all sufferersfrom neuralgia,

in the United

St. Teeaplx*

Correepondence freelyansweredby PhyslcUns.

HERALD,

no

Graham A Oa,

Recow traded by Pbj.l.lane,MlalaUr* tad Karra. In
everybody who hM gW*o It a good trial.II B*r*r fall* U

PATENT
PAYoy*
c&aSK
URED
PAY.
Ed&fttr; .wsasss; patents;^
_

to

A.

harmlessto the most dellcnt"child I It
contains no Opium In any form

Is

1

Pubk blood means perfecthealth. Use Samaritan Nervine and the result is certain, i. e,,

he asks,

'~f^~

ALLENS

bottle/W

Dr. S. A. Richmond Med. Co., Props.,

CureiS^&iS

•

sriKSsr

The

The Chariee A. Vogeler Co.
(Swmmm* to A. VOOILKK* 00.)
BsUltoor*. BA, C. S. A.

$5

Wm.

Wholtisl* Drawl* te,
Zs^wUla,Oblo wrile o.
of lb* car* rf MalthlM
Ttwaua, a wdl-taawa
dtlun, who bad b**a afdieted wlU Sfanibltl*la
m worn form for twdva
ytan. Tk*Laag SahaM
cand him M ll Em iur*A
.May nU*n of Brea*

I

C/3 I

they have to bore for
mon books; another, fills few shelves water is a -healthy one—
it is a well country.
nvwith choice treasures, possibly with -Carl Pretzel's Weekly.^ ...
treasures that he never reads nor means
Good health is the greatest of fortunes;no
to read: The true bibliophile thinks it remedy has so often restoredthis prize to the
desecration to read his books; for how, Bufferingas Hood’s Sarsaparilla.Try it

^

per

For teetimonisleand circulars send stamp.

languages. 4

William’sautograph.— Boston Courier.

Bibliophile.

fills many shelves with

W^t.50

Sold by all Druggistsand
Dealers. DirectionsIn 11

BIG

U

fllctedthoalilgfr* tin trial.

KIDNEY TROUBLES AND IRREGULARITIES.

and pains.

Son

•ar*d H*r. He wrlt*»ih»l
H* NtdlU neighbor*tblak
h th* bMl mwilda* la U*
world.

S

BIUOUSHESS,COSTIVENESS,

FIFTY CENTS A BOTTLE.

_

the greatest cure for pains in

The

BRAIN VORNY, BLOOD SORES,

RHEUMATISM,

_

asrs:?®:
Laag Bahaa Mtlnly

M

Ringworm.

I

N

Wm. C. DtoM, Um(bunt,of Bowling Omti,
V*., writ* April 4, INI,
Uni be wnnU an to know
Uni U* Ua« SabaM hM
*ar*d ble M*th*r *r r*a>
MMpitoa,after Ibe pkyOrinn bed rirta h«r up
Incurable.
H* M)t other*
knowing k«r cm* bar*
tokm U* BahMn and b*«
currd. >U lb lake all m *f-

UGLY BLOOD DISEASES, DYSPEPSIA,

FOR PAIN.

sleepless

ralMMUJ CMMMaUM

«d WM flMMMndlaMM

E1TINB,

SCROFULA, KINGS EVIl,

REMEDY

the boys of Boston ; did
great Warren bleed at Bunker hill, and
Washington pray at Valley Forge and

still accorded

Jtnmlah Wriaht, of

ST. VITUS DANCE. 1LCH0N0USN.

ited as gritty crystals In and near the joints,
they causc*articular
rheumatism; when In tho

boys and the Fourth of July. Where
was the ayor- -Many Mayor — when the
boys of Boston boldly demanded their
rights of a hostile General? And did
they do this; did these patriots scarce
yet in their teens maintain their right

to-

him. W. Hut. Hie fottar
lhat ll *1 oar* curtd HU
cvuCh and lh»l h* WM
nU* to mum* HU pmoUm.

EPILEPSl, SPUD,

variousremedies without effect.Hood’s Sarsaparilla
purified his blood, and all blemishes disappeared.

My brother is a victim to a humor which brings ringworms all over his face. He is using Hood’s Sarsapamuscles, muscular rheumatism and lumbago; rilla. and already Is so much benefitedthat his eyes
when In the tissues covering the nerves,sci- are no longer affected.Ho will continueits use UU he
(cels fully cured.— L. E. Howard, Temple, N. H.
atica; when in tho face, head and nerves
Rheum.
generally, neuralgia.In every case they are
My little boy was so badly afflictedwith a humor
painful; in most instances,dangerous. In- tliat
we hub to mitten his hands to keep him from
flammatory rheumatism is likely to locate In rubbing the sores, which itched and discharged s
some joint and become chronic, or suddenly watery matter.Before he had finishedone bottle of
Hood's Sarsaparillathe sores were healed.—I.. J.
attack the brain or heart, causing apoplexy
(,'lkmf.nt, Merchant, Warner, N. H.
or heart disease. The lire In the blood must
Hood's Sarsaparilla.
be extinguished— the supply must be shut off.
Bold by Druggists. $1 : six for |5. Prepared only
This can only be done by guarding the portals by C. I. HOOD s CO., Apothecaries.Lowell.Mass.
to tho blood— the kidneys and liver; and no
means has ever been found for accomplishing
this which can equal Warner’s Safe RheuTHE GREAT GERMAN
matic Cure. It acts directly upon the scat of
the disorder; it extinguishesthe Are by controlling the supply and removing the cause.
The well-known standing of H. H. Warner
& Co., of Rochester, N, Y., tho remarkable
success which Warner’s Safe Cure has
Relievesand cures
achieved,being indorsed by nq less a personage than Dr. Robert A. Gunn, Dean of the
United States Medical College, New York, and
Neuralgia,
tho fidelitywith which they have carried out
Sciatica,
Lumbago,
alUheir promises to the public, should be a
BACKACHE,
sufficientwarrant’tbat the above statement!
are true. They, however, guarantee to cure
HEADA0H1, TOOTH A0H1>
95 per cent, of all rheumatic troubles, espeSORE THROAT,
cially acute, knowing full well that the
QUINSY, SWELLING*,
demonstrated power of the remedy justifies
them in so doln©. Nothing can be fairer
- MPBAINff,
than this, and those who suffer in future
Soreness,Cuts, Brulsss,
from rheumatism with such an offer before
FROSTBITES,
them, do so on their own responsibility, and
BURNS, SCALDS,
can blame no one if living pain and untimely
And all other bodily achas
death are the results.

WM

CORYULSIHS, FiLLMB SICKNESS,

shutting bff the supply of these poisonous healthand vigor.
Pimples.
acids. The lactic,lithic and uric acids come
Halford Fltnn, of New York, had so many pimples
into the blood through the liver and kidneys,
and they remain in solution in the blood pro- and blotches on his face that he was ashamed.Ho tried

ducing Inflammatoryrheumatism,sciatica,
lumbago, neuralgia,gout and all rheumatic
fevers and affections.When they are depos-

tUM

d«»dbvUiM«*totoy
Allra't Lug ftoltam dUr
Um formula wm ikowa

A SPEOIFIO FOR

V

C
o

Dr. Mmdltli,DrotUl,
CtadaMti, wm Uwaght
U la U« last
af
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destructive of these

drum

•f

to

A

the flam of the

!
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—

a dose of Piso’sCuro.
naturaland appropriate. “ Fire in tho blood”
is not' a mere expression,it is a most serious
"Rough on Rats"— Clears out rats, mice, files,
ends, it is the right of the people to fact. How it originatesit may be impossible roaches, bed-bugs, ants, vermin, chipmunks. Mo.
to
say;
but
chat
it
burns
and
rages
with
an
alter or abolish it, and of the boys to
inci easing fury, the one who is its victim only
To cure a sore throat, gargle with Piso’s
ignore it, and to institute a new governtoo painfullyknows. The blood is the life. Cure for Consumption. 25 cents.
ment, with a. Mayor 14 years old or It is designed by nature to purify, strengthen
under, who shall .wear no shoes, and and sustain the system. It is too often made
Wells’ “Rough on Cobns."-15c.Ask for it.
only one suspender or none, laying the the channel through which poison and death Complete,permanent cure. Corns, warts, bunions.
are transported.Poisonous acids coming
foundationsof tne goverment on -such through the veins and arteries inflame and
One pair of. boots saved every year by
principles, and organizing its powers in cause a fire just as real as the one which ex- using Lyon’s Patent Metallic Heel Stiffeners.
such form as to them shall seem most isted in the mine. They burn and irritate,
causing tho brain to become weak and the
“Buchu-Paiba.’—Quick, complete cure, all
likely to effect their safety and happinerves unstrung; they carry pains to tho annoying Kidney and Urinary Diseasss. $L
ness. And by this declaration I will’ muscles and leave agonies in the joints; they
bring destruction Instead of strength; they
ever stand.
HUMORS.
Fourth of July without fire- devastatethe very portionsof the body that The animal fluida of the body, when poorly near
most require help, and they hasten tho ap- ished, become vitiated and cause eruptionsto appear
crackers ! Oh, worshipful masters, as
proach of death in its most horribleform.
well might the Fourth of July fall al- These thing have been felt by innumerable on the akin. They are objectionablefrom their disfigurement,and vary in character from a constant,
ways upon the Sabbath day. W hat was people who have been the victims of rheuuneasy sensation to a positivedistressand severo
matic
disorders,
and
the
agonies
they
have
the Fourth of July made for, if not to
pain. Hood’s Sarsaparilla
corrects the derangement
endured confirm this description.
till all the day with smoke and smell,
There is but one way by which this Are in of the functions,enriches the fluids, purifiesthe
the joyous bray of the brass band and the blood can be extinguished,and that is by blood, and changesthe diseasedcondition to one of

ernment becomes

Lung Balsam
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NOT BEING ABLE TO

NEW FIRM!

Woman

This space is reserved for the
Christian Temperance Union*

The Blessing of the Lord,

It

MakethB.oh-

pruts &

Have

co.,

CLOSE OUT MY ENTIRE STOCK

new stock of

just received a

In attemptinff to-ehow the benefitsthat

might

accrue to a town from only one in-

added a

I have

Dry Goods, Groceries, Etc.,

large line of

Goods,

dustrious temperate citizen we would not

which they

wish to be understood as departing from

our

“The

first position,

Lord Maketh Rich.” “The Blessingof
the Lord,” rests on those

who

laid

down

Highest market prices paid for

same

ants, that the
its

Butter, Eggs, etc., etc.

relationsto the inhabit-

heads of the family do, to
vigilanceand sym-

pathy should prompt every exercise of au-

thority. The laws should be such

At the store opposite

Call!

Holland, March 28

to fill his

|

1883.

.

^

LADIES’

q

S

' '

'

8-ly

which

H. BOOlsTE,

and fearlesslyadministered. If

shepherd

*

as are

promote the good of every
individual.And such laws should bo

calculated to

a

I have a large and very elegant stock of

a

Give us

members. Wisdom,

faithfully

>

Those

for our benefit.

entrustedwith the authority of a town
sustain the

.

Hats and Caps, Boots and Shoes, Etc.

conscienti-

ously and implicitly follow the rules that

He has

Clothing, Overcoats, Dry

will sell at the lowest prices.

Blessing of the

new and seasonable goods, such as

required to imperil his life for the safety

town

I

j

How wou'd the shepherd
have been regarded, who knowing that

held responsible?

The oldest eetabliBtacdStable

in

I will dispose of at

HOSIERY,

bottom

figures.

UN DIEIR/WEAlR/. UNUEH/WEAR/.

place properly was

of the sheep, are the authoritiesof a

AND GENTS’

have everything

in the line of

could desire, and I will sell

the city.

at

Underwear that any person

remarkable low figures.

there waa an opening in the wall ot the inclosure of his sheep, disregarded

it,

occu

On Market

seme other way, or one
who purposelymade an apirture in it, so
pying himself in

Give me
city,

garding the safety of the flock,

he

that

near Eighth.

with the finest hor»c8 and carriagesfor funeral

We

E. J.

as cheap, if not cheaper

acknowl-

edge that one industrious temperate citizen

may

than any party in this city.

prove a great blessing to a town, and

if all

were such that the town

H.

could not

for a little license (or bounty) legalizethe

ever known, Has wisdom forsaken our
counsils? The Feejee islanders are alive to

alcohol aryi refused to use

The Indians do
tent

its

all in their

'H O L

25-tf

Rheumatic

greatest demoralizerthat the world has

the evil of

BOONE.

Holland, July 28th, (882.

HARRINGTON,
____
A

X.

same lime

fail to be prosperous, yet at the

it.

J

WHO

18

SYRUP.

power to pre

sale in their Territory, and the

and inspect my goods before pur-

chasing elsewhere.

purposes, which 1 will furnish

might enrich himself with the bounty
offered for those animals.

a call, learn prices,

I have the newest and best HEARSE in this

the beasts of prey might enter, disre-

that

Street,

ap.

anese consider it demoralizing and disre-

IT

D, XXICII.

JAMAH
TH8

UNAC^A^J-flTO

C0UMTRY’ W,Lt

putable; and we a Christian people? legalize

the sale of it If a bell could be so

placed as to be heard by

all

the inhabitants

RHEUMATISM CURED. SCROFULA CURED. NEDRAL61A CURED.

:

of the earth, and should be used only to

Fairport,N. Y., March 12, '83.
Rochester. N. Y. Apr. 6th, ’83
Port Byron, N. Y.. Keb. 20. '82.
RheumaticSurujt Co.
,
RheumaticSyrup Co. :
RheumaticSyrup Co :
Gents-I have been a great
Gents— Since November, 1882.
cohol, every three minutes,would declare sufferer from Rheumatlam for aix
I had been doctor! n- for three
I have been a constantsufferer
or four years, with ibff-rrntphyyearn,
and
hearing
ot
the
sncceae
to the human race, that another being has
from neuralgiaand have not
of Rheumatic Syrup I conclnded sicians,for scrofula,:•* -time culknown what it waa to be free
fallen a prev, to the alcohols cup.
to give it a trial In my own case, led it, but found no relVf until I
from pain until I commenced
and
I cheerfully say that I have commenced taking your Syrup.
M. 8. V. 0.
the use of Rhenmatic Syrup. I
been greatlybenefited by It* use. After taking it a short rime, to
have felt no pain since nsing the
I can walk with entire freedom my surprise,it began to help me.
(7b be Continued.)
fourth bottle. I think it the best
from pain, and my general health Continuingits use a few weeks,
remedy I have ever heard of for
I found myself aa well as ever.
Is very much improved. It la a
a blood purifier, l think it has purifying the blood and for the
A Lawyer’s Opinion of Interest to All. splendidremedy for the blood As
cure of rheumatism and neuno equal.
and debilitatedsystem.
ralgia. W.B. CHASE.
MRS.
WILLIAM
STRANG.
E.
CHESTER
PARK,
M.
D.
J. A. Tawney, Esq., a leading attorocy

announce the departure of

of Winona, Minn,
for

a victim

of

al-

writes. : “After using it

Manufacturedby

RHEUMATIC SYRUP CO., I

i

Plymouth Avo., Rochester, N. Y.

more than three years, I take great

pleasure in staling that I regard Dr. King’s

New

IN THE

Discovery for Consumption, as the

best remedy iu the

world

for

Cough and

Colds. It has never failed to cure the

most severe colds I have

had,

and

inva-

GROCERY AYER’S PILLS.
AND

riably relievesthe pain io the chest.”

Trial

Bolt tea of this

NEW

sure cure for

all

Throat and Lung diseases may be had Free
at H. Walsh’s Drug Store. .Large size $1.00

A portrait of Peter Cooper, eugraved
wood by Thomas Johnson from a photograph taken a few months before his
death, is the frontispieceof the December
number of The Century. Mrs. Susan N.
Carter, who Is at the head of the Woman's
Art School of the Cooper Institute,con-

on

DRY GOODS STORE
C.STEKETEE&BOS,
title toner onHm

HIM

Sti.

Can bow be found, not alone a eompleteetock

Misa

same number are

Anns Bic^neH’scharactersketch of

“The Pretenders
Illustrated

to the

Throne

of

France,”

by portraits;and Mrs. Schuyler

“George

van Rensselaer’s critical essay on

These Pills are compoundedof vegetable

A

Also a very large and assorted itock of

GOOES

IDK/NT

Which we Intend to keep aa complete as pos
•ihle embracing all the the latestand best made
fabrics.

Fuller,? with engravingsof three of his
best

pictures. An entertainingpaper on

Devonshire, entitled “The Fairest County
in

England,” by Francis George Heath, is

the opening illustratedarticle. In a pro-

fusely illustrated paper on Los Angeles,
entitled,

“Echoes from the

Angels,” H. H. closes her
turesque articles

Crockery, Stone & Glassware.
FARMERS’ PRODUCE TAKEN IN
EXCHANGE.
C.

City of the

series

on Sonthern

of pic

nuiLAND.Oct. mb.

California.

Professor J. ^Rendeli Harris, of Johns

JAS.

8TEKETEK A BOS.

1888.

86-ly

HUNTLEY,

Documents of the

New

commonly generous as

“Dr. Sevier,” which was begun iu the

November number; and the first part of
Robert Grant’s story of New York life,
“An Average Man.” Poems are contributed by Mrs. S. M. B. Piatt and Andrew
B. Saxton; and in “Brlc-a-Brac,” by J.
A Macon and Join A. Fraser. “Topics
of the Time” contains editorialsentitled

le familiarlycalled, offers

Ayer’s Cathartic Pills

Estimates given

ROAD

IN TMK
the low rate of

COUNTRY, and In which superior meals are served to travelersat
•IVINTY-FIVK OINTt
____ _____
THRU TRAINS each way between CHICAGO and the MISSOURI RIVKR.
TWO TRAINS eaoh way between CHICAGO and MINNEAPOLIS and ST. PAUL,
via the famous

KAON.

laritiesof itbe bowels,stimulatethe appe-

kinds of buildings finished and completed.

thorough action give tone and vigor to the
whole physical economy.

tite and digestion,and by their prompt

prepared bt

ALBERT LEA ROUTE.

R. R.

CABLE.
Manager,
E,

Vlce-Pree't A

Dr.J.C.Ayer&Co.,Lowell, Mass.
Sold by all Druggists.

Planing and Re-sawing
done on short notice.

YOUNG,
OLD, AND

MIDDLE”

“Central Park in Danger” and “The Spirit-

AGED.

ual Effects of

Hand Railing, Sash

i

All experience the wonderful
beneficial effect, of

Ayer’s Sarsaparilla.
Children with Sore Eye*, Sore
Earn, or any scrofulous or iypbbe made healthy and strong

ilitio taint, may

by its use.

ton, and “Hurricane Reform,” by tbe
Rev. Washington Gladden.

DRY GOODS,

I» people troubled with coldi, would
take Ayer’a Cherry Pectoral before going
to cbnrcb or placet of entertainment, they

would avoid coughing, greatly to
fort of both apeaketa

tbe

com-

and hearera. Public

•peakers and lingers find that tbe Pectoral

wonderfully Increaete tbe power and
ibility of tbe

rotof

flex-

_____

made and

^

n

Treatment

on the Nature,

NEW FRESH

GOODS

market prices.

Orool£.ery

and effectual, hv which every sufferer, no matter
what his conditionmay be, may care himself
cheaply, privately and radically. This lecturewlU
prove a boon to thonsands and thousands.
. Sent under seal, in a plain euvelope,to any address, post paid, on receipt of six cents or two
postage stamps' Address
THE CTJLVERWKLL MEDICAL CO.,
41 Ann 8L, New York N. Y,;. PostofflceBox 450.
not, hie ts sweeping oy, go and
dare before you die, something
nflghty and sublime leave behind to conquer time.” M aweek in your own town. 95out-

— —

_

_________

Emu

or

the Loss of

NOTIONS and
CROCKERY.

BUTTER and EGGS.

Ml

Paee'r Ag’t,

«nd redical cure of Seminal Weakness, or SpermatorrhiB*induced by self-Ahuse, Involuntary
Emissions, Impotency,Nervous Debility,and Impedimentsto Marriage generally; Consumption,
Epilepsy and Fils; Mental and PhysicalIncapacity, ftc.-By ROBERT J. CULVRRWBLL, M. D..
author
of the “Green Book,” ftc.
As we have just started in business in
The world-renowned anthor, In thia admirable
this city, we have un hand
Lectore, clearlyproves from his own experience
that the awful consequences of Self Abuse may
be effectually removed withoutdangerous surgical
operations, bougies,instrumeots,rings or cordials;pointing out a mode ot cure at once certain
of the best quality, and we will sell them
at current

GOLDS.......
J
—

mi mu

A Lecture

GROCERIES,

working class. Send 10 cents
itage, and we will mail you/her,
etc.
pie gnoa.
goods
a roysi. valuable box of sample
mil will
Ws.a
TT wj of
w. makmmmmmmm
that
put you fn the way
Is complete and we aell at bottom figufos
ing more money in a few days than you ever
thought possibleat any boalnem. Capital not refurnished.
qulii
quired. we
..„ will
..... .
start jyon. You
-----------can work all the
time or In spare time only. The work Is universally adapted to both sexes, young and old. Yon
can easily earn from 50 cents to $5 evbry evening
Office and ehop on Riuer Street, Th.t all who want work may test the business, we Wa will pay market pricea for Bolter and
make this nnparellelsd offer; to all who are not
well satisfied we *111 send $1 to pay fur the tioebl* Efia; also will boy Grain, Potatoes,
near the corner of Tenth Street,
of writing ns. Fall particulars, directions, ate., Seeds, etc., etc.
sent free. Fortunes will be mads by those who
JAB. HUNTLBY.
give their whole time to Ike work. Great ssscese
PBTBR STSUTBI A CU.
absolutely sure. Doa’t delay. Start now. AdHeuain, Mlsk., Jaly It, 1MI.
dress Svasoi ft Co., Portland, Maine.
Hmusw, May IV,
lV-<

Brackets,

4

MANHOOD

—wlealers iiw~>

Sold by all Druggists ; 91, ai* bottles for $&.

is

0«h*1 T’k’k

1b

___________ Our Mock of
Temperance Outlook,” by Walter Farring-

ST.JOHN,

OenM

CHICAGO.

and

•

____

A New and Direct Line, via Seneoa and Kankakee, has recently been opened,
between Newport News, Richmond, Cincinnati, Indianapolis and La Fayette,
and Council Rluffs, St. Paul, Minneapolisand Intermediate points.
All Through Passengers carried on Feet xpreee Trains.
For more detailed Information, see Maps and Folders,which may be obtained, is
well ee Tickets, at all principal Ticket Office#in the United States and Canada, or of

correct irregu-

for all

Drunkenness”;and among
tbe contributions to “Open Letters” are a Stairs,
review of “Recent American Novels,”

to travelers all tba advantages and comforts

inconvenience,until some months ago I
began taking Ayer’s Pills. They Have
entirelycorrected the costivehabit, and
have vastly improved my generalhealth.”

well as interesting.

ners”; George W. Cable’s new romance,

“GREAT ROCK ISLAND ROUTE,”
As H

cines of various kinds, I suffered increasing

II

It offers parts of three serial stories,-—

namely, the much discussed“Bread-Wio

Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific Rt,
Batng the Great Contra! Line, «florda to traveler*,by raaaon of He unrtveled *eographloal pool Wort, the ehorteet end beet route between the Inet, Nofheaet end
Southeaet, and the Weet, Northwest and Sooth west.
It le literallyand strictly true, that Ha connectionsare aN of the principallines
of road between the Atlantic and the Pacific.
By Ha main lino and bvanohes H reaches Chicago, Joliet, Peoria, Ottawa,
La Balls, Ceneeeo, Moline and Book Island, In llllnoleiBavenport, Muscatine,
Washington, Keokuk, Knoxville,Oekalooea, Fairfield, Dee MMnee, West Libert*
Iowa City, Attantto, Avoea, Audubon, Marian, Quthrle Center and Council Bluffs,
In Iowa | Gallatin,Trenton, Cameron and Kaneas City, In Missouri, end Leaven*
worth and Atchison In Kansas, and tile hundreds of dries, tillagesand to«*e
inicrmvuMtw. The
, nw
intermediate.

“I have used Atkr’s Pills in numberless instances as recommendedby you, and
have never known them to fail to accomplish
the desired result. We constantly keep them
on band at our home, and prise them as a
pleasant, safe, and reliable family medicine.
FOR DYSPEPSIA they are invaluable.
J. T. Hayes.”
Mexla, Texas, June 17, 1882.

All

Testament.”

In fiction the December Century is un-

Suffererfrom Headache writes :
"Ayer's Pills are Invaluable to me. and
are my constantcompanion. I have been
a severe sufferer from Headache, and your
Pills are the only thing I could look to
for relief. One dose will quickly move my
bowels and free my head from pain. They
are the most effective and the easiest physio
I have ever found. It is a pleasure to me to
speak in their praise, and 1 always do so
when occasion offers.
W. L. Page, of W. L. Page ft Bro.”
FranklinSt., Richmond,V a, June 8, 1883.

The Rev. Francis B. Harlowb, writing
from Atlanta. Go., -------------says: “For
some years
past I have been subject to constipation,
from which, in spite of the use of medi-

Hopkins University, writes of “The Original

sion.
substances only, and are absolutely free from
calomel or any other injurious ingredient.

Etc., Etc.

tributesan annecdotal paper. Other biographical papers io the

A large proportionof the diseases which
cause human suffering result from derangement of the stomach, bowels, and liver.
Ayer’b CatharticPills act directly upon
these organs, and are especially designed to
cure the diseases caused by their derangement, including Constipation,Indigestion, Dyspepsia,Headache, Dysentery,
foridl of
and a host of other ailments,for%ll
which they are a safe, sure, prompt, and
pleasant remedy. The extensive use of these
Pills by eminent physicians in regular practice, shows unmistakablythe estimationIn
which they are held by the medical profes-

_

REST

fit free, No risk. Everything
aavwe Capltalnot
wgrsem* save avaguisw,
required. _ Wewill
w v win laaiaaawaa
fUralahjmu
F wta
everything.Many are making fortunes.Ladies
mak* as much aa men, and hoys and girts make
great pay. Reader, if yon warn businsaa at which
yon can mr*- -----*'
— **-
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